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C~fAJ?TER I 
INTHODUCTION 
Our's is an age of theological co::Jtroversy. Ewn ~vithin the 
Christian ranks, the milieu of theological controversy has resuliied in 
much theological eo::1fus:Lon and misunderstanding. Tbere seems to be an 
ever-deepine concern, in theological circles, which emphasizes that iihe 
individual must knm4 t4hat 1--:e believes he believes vJhat he does. 
Along with this emphasis has come the idea that th(:; individual has a 
righ·t. to Tllhat he s to be lieYe., and his insistence that 
others must accep·t h:ts right to believe as he does; I.Jithout any in-
fringement upon his person or his t;heology. No vlhere ts this idea 
more clearly advocated than in the area of radical Black Theology. 
I. STATEl1ENT OF PuRPOSE 
It 1r1as the specific purpose of this intensified research to 
make a thorough investigation of (1) the historical setting and de-
velopment of radical Black Theology, and (2) the characteristics, 
issues and tmplications ~1hich make radical Black Theology vJhat it 1s. 
The comprehensive purposE~ of the re:search \.Jas three~fold. The 
first was to acquire a working knm>~ledge of radical Black Theology. The 
second was to present the truth of actual findings, based on thorough 
research, relative ·!io ·bhe issues and tenets of rad·ical Black Theology. 
'I'he third area of purpose· 1r1as to gain a better ing of the black 
people; their culture, their lives, and circumstances, as they relate to 
their theolog:i.cal beliefs. 
l 
2 
II. IHPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
It vJas the ~vriter 1 s contention that pr-esent American society is 
characi.;e:rized by racism and rac:i.al pride. Our 1 s is a day of slogans like 
11Black Is Beautiful, n nvJhite Is Righ·t, 11 11Black Po-vJerrr and '~"'vJhite Back-
lash." 
That the race issue looms large in the American mind today is 
impossible to successfully deny. Jlf"Jarks of identification such as 
natural or freedom haircuts, af:rican-or-quasi-african-styled cloth-
ing, nBlack and Proud 11 buttons and aui1omobile stickers are sym-
bols of race identity as -v-1ell as signs of race a-vmreness. In the 
meantime, ·while blacks g:rov1 in self-knowledge, and eihile national 
magazines devote issues to problem, racial 11polarization 11 con-
tinues.l 
'Thus the American Nego is striving for self-identity, self-
awareness, and black av1areness. The black awareness emphas:i.s is sue-
cessfully and powerfully asser-ting a selfhood and racial pride for 
blacks. Not only are the American black people developing a self-hood 
and racial pride for themselves, -they are also assert:i.ng that the only 
alternative open to the white American is ·to accept the selfhood and 
racial pride of the blacks. Hlmi"te America" then is being forced to 
recognize the black people for 1-vho they are and for what they can be-
come. ''Too many, for far too long, have been intimidated by the whi-te 
world, kept in ignorance, and brainwashed into believing they were in-
ferior. n2 To ·this the American Negro would noH respond, "No longer 
will this be the case.!! Thus the blacks are addressing themselves to 
the tradition of the conquering whites, and as an oppressed people, 
lvlilliam L. Banks, ~-~ C1l:::!£Ch J:!"l~the_Q~!. (Chicago: Hoody 
Press, 1972), pp. 5-6. 
2Ibid., PP• 6-7. 
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they are dedica·ted to the struggle against alien rule or at the very 
least to the problem of coming to terms with the society structure vihich 
alien rule has brought into being. 
In no other area, than that of Black religion or radical Black 
Theology, is the goal and objective of the American black people being 
more and decisively achieved. It is here that black selfhood 
and awareness definitively and effectively administers a crushing blow 
to v.;hite racism and to the at·titudes which are reflected in the tra-
dition of the conquering whites. 
It is the startling fact, as expressed by William Banks that, 
11There is also an appalling ignorance on the part of both blacks and 
~.,;hites concerning the :religion of the American Uegro •••• r;3 that 
necessitates this intensi-v-e research and composit:!.on. 
III. 1IL'1Il'ATIONS OF THE STUDY 
It was not the task of this :research to discern the minute 
differences or thought wh:i.ch are expressed through various advocates 
of Black Theology. The purpose was not to compare nor contrast dif-
fering Black theologians with regard to their opinions_, convictions, 
or thought processes. Rather, this intensified study dealt only tqith 
the Black Theology. The sole intent of the :research 
~vas to trace the historical development of radical Black Theology, and 
to explore i't;s characteristies, issues, tenets and implications which 
make radical Black Theology what it is. The investigation is limited 
to radical Black Theology as it is expressed in American society by 
3Ibid. 
the American Uegro. 
There has been no attempt by the author to r<afute the concepts 
of radical Black Theology, nor to pass judgment upon them. The concep·t;s 
have been described and set forth as the core of Black 'lneology :i.tself 
advocates. 
IV. METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The material for this investigation was gathered from three dis-
M.nct sources--documentary material, correspondence, and personal inter-
views and discussions. Available books and periodicals relating to the 
subject and scope the research vJere gathered and examined for all 
rtinent informa·tion. The author corresponded ~.zith The Instit;ute Of 
The Black \vorld, Altanta, Georgia, for a bibliography pertaining to 
Black Theology, and -v:ith Hev. Gilbert H. Caldwell and Rev. J. Hetz 
Rollins of Nmv York Theological , Professor s H. Cone of 
Union Theological Seminary, and Professor ~-lilliam H. Bentley, president 
of the National Negro Evangelical Associa·tion, for specific informa-
tion.4 Personal intervievis and discussi.ons 1vere held ~·iith F.ev. John H. 
Jackson, pastor of the Hount Olivet Baptist Church in Portland, Oregon, 
and -v1ith Rev. Charles H. W1lliams of Por·Gland, Oregon who the PacHic 
Northwest Director of the Natj_onal Negro Eva.n:gelic:al Association. 
ious conferences 1r1:lth the author 1 s major professor, Dr. Nobel \T. Sack, 
proved beneficial throughout the research. 
4see Appendix A. 
V. DEFILJITIOH OF TERHS 
Radical Black Theology is the term given to a "a theology 
whose sole purpose is to apply the freeing power of the gospel to 
black people under white oppression. n$ Geddes Hanson has defined 
Black Theology in the follot-ling manner: 
A process ••• a self-conconscious effort to the 
ex-perience of American blackness to the corpus (main body) of 
Christian theology • • • (Nhich) represents a determination to 
re-form the assumption of mainstream Protestan·t theology by re-
lating seriously the peculiarities of the black experience in 
.America to the gospel of a living l'iessiah tvho shares the broadest 
dimension of that experience.(-, 
For purposes of ·this investigation, the author has added the 
term 11radical tr to Black Tlleology. This term Has used "t;o clarify the 
fact that this research dealt only 1vi th the mainstream or core of 
Black Theology. 
Black Po\ver is the atti'tude and inner self-affirmation that 
says i:-Jo to intolerable conditions and Yes to the worth of blackness, 
and Yes to black freedom and black self-determination. 
It means Qomp_'l;_e.ie_ 19_!T!§!I£.ij)_fl.~~i«?!:!. <JX l? .. L~~JS. :Qeor;."!-_e :Vl:~-~t~_ 
· Ql5JireE_s:l_Q:'r 1?1':. wJ1a~_e-v:.e .. t ll1_~<glt:r Q_lac k. 2.~2J?le.. sLe.5~]n_ r'!_~-~~s-~~~X· Tb e 
me"Ghods may include select;i-..re buying, boycotting, marching, or 
even rebellion. Black Poi..Jer means black freedom, black self-deter-
mina·l:iion, ·wherein black people no longer vievJ themselves as '\-lith-
out human dignity but as men, human beings ivi"th the ability to 
carve out ·their ovm destiny. In short, as Stokely Carmichael 
5James H. Cone, Black Theology & Black Power (Nevl York: The 
Seabur:J Press, 1969), p. 31-:- ----~ --- • ·-~-~-·----~-~---··· 
6Geddes Hanson, nBlack Theology and Protestant Thought,n 
Soc1~1J'rogre s_s_ (Sept. -Oct. 1969), p. 37. 
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1-vould say, Black Power means 'r. c. B., Take Care of Business--black 
folk taking care of black folks 1 business? not on the terms of the 
oppressor, but on those of the oppr-essed.· 
Black Pm-1er, in short, is an atJi:t'!:!g~"' an imvard affirmation of 
the essential 'florth of blackness. It. means that the black man will 
not be poisoned by the stereotypes that others have of him, but will 
affirm from the depth of his soul: 11Get used to me, I am no·t get-
ting used to anyone •••• n This is Black Po·vler, the power of the 
black man to say Yes to hts m·m 11black being, 11 and to make the other 
accept him or be prepared for a struggle.R 
Racism, as defined by advoca·tes of radical Black Theology and 
Black Power, is the principle and pract:i.ce of the white polrJer struc·ture 
in the exploitation of the black people. It is the attitude that 'fJhi"te 
people are superior to the black people. It is the vlhite effort ·to 
dehumanize the black man. Rac:tsm is the value system of a white 't'llorld 
defining the black man as a non--person. 11To this day, in the eyes of 
most white Americans, the black man remains subhuman. n9 
The Black revolution is the attempt of black people to actively 
confront white society and the vihite pm..Jer structure employing any and 
all means vJhich black people deem necessary. 
Revolution is not merely a "change heartrt but a radical 
black encounter with the structure of whi·te racism, with the full 
intention of destroying menacing power• I mean confronting 
vJhite racists and saying: nrr it's a fight you 'vant, I am pre·-
pared to oblige you. 11 This is what the black revolu·tion means.lO 
7cone, op. cit., p. 6. 
srb:td • , P. 8. 
9Ibid., p. 10. 
lOJbid • , p. 136. 
7 
Reconciliation, as defined by radical Black Theology, is the 
breakdm,m of the !lvJall of hostilityn between blacks and whites strictly 
on the terms of black people. As Professor Cone says, 11 • • • recon-
ciliation on i~hite racist terms is impossible, since it 1vould crush 
the dignity of black people. rrll 
Black liberation is the term used for total social freedom for 
black people. "Liberation is revolutionar.t-for blacks it points to 
~>13:.t_ ough-~. :t!g_ p-~~· Black Christians desire radical and rapid social 
change in America as a matter of survival. Radical Black Theology is 
a .,-,;;.;;,;;..;:..;;;.~-''""'-· 91. ~:i.bera~J.O!:l· d2 
YI. STATE!·lENT OF ORGANIZATION 
Chapter ·t1vo contained the historical background and develop-
ment of radical Black Theology. 
Chapter three v-1as a special study devoted to the present sta-
tus of radical Black Theology. 
Chapter four dealt Hi'th those characteristics 1-1hich distin-
guish rad:tcarBlack Theology from other theologies. Included 1~as an 
examination of the issues and problems which advocates of radical 
Black Theology contend are important. 
llr' 'd 1'' 0~ • J p • . LfL~ e 
12J. Deotis Roberts, Liberation and Reconciliation: A Black 
:f"fl_f§l_9J.QgJI: (Philadelphia: The Westminstel.;·Press~-1971).,' p. 27-.--~·~~ 
8 
Chapter five was a special study involving the unanswered ques-
tions posed by radical Black Theology. 
Chapter six was composed of a final summarization and conclu-
sion of the entire research. Other areas for futher investigation 
were indicated. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORICAL DEVElOPMENT OF 
RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
Radical Black Theology is historically rooted and grounded in 
the experience of the black man. Without a clear understanding of the 
black experience, there can be no understanding of radical Black The-
ology. The history of the black man and his experience is the founda-
tion of radical Black Theology. 
There can be no Black Theology which does not take seriously 
the black experience--a life of humiliation and suffering. This 
must be the point of departure of all god-talk which seeks to be 
black-talk. This means that Black Theology realizes that it is 
man who speaks of God; and when that man is black, he can only 
speak of God in the light of the black experience.l 
11The black experience is a source of Black Theology because the 
latter seeks to relate biblical revelation to the situation of black 
people in .A:merica. 112 
Radical Black Theology is closely related to and associated 
with black history. James H. Cone says: 
Black Theology focuses on black history as a source for :Lts 
theological interpretation of God's work in the world because di-
vine activity is inseparable from the history of black people. 
There can be no comprehension of Black Theology without realizing 
that its existence comes from a community which looks back on its 
unique past; visualizes the reality of the future, and then makes · 
decisions about possibilities in the present.3 
lJames H. Cone, A Black Theologz of Liberation (Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1970), p. 54. 
2Ibid.' p. 57. 
3Ibid • , p. 59. 
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It must of necessity be pointed out that radical Black Theology 
is not a ne1v theology. Rather, it is as old as the history and experi-
ence of the black people in America. Again James H. Cone sta·tes: 
Like Black Pov1er, Black Theology is not nevi either. It came 
:tn·to being when black churchmen realized that killing sla-ve masters 
was doing the >,Jork of God. It ~egan I.vhen black churchmen :refused 
to accept the racist white church as consisten·t ·~rrith the gospel of 
God. The organizing of ••• black churches is a visible manisfest-
ation of Black Theology. The participation of the black churches 
in the black liberation struggle from the eighteenth to the twen-
tieth century is a tribute to the endurance of Black Theology .4 
This chapter has been subdivided into three primary sections 
in order to analyze the historical development of radical Black The-
ology. The first ·two division titles have been borrm-1ed from Hajor J. 
I. THE PRE -CIVIL ~lAR DEVELOPHEl\TT 
For over three hundred years, the black people have been a 
victimized people. 
Over three hundred years ago, and many years thereafter, black 
men, women, and children Here extracted from i;heir native land of 
Africa; deliberately by plan stripped bare psychologically, physi-
cally, and religi~usly; and transplanted in an alien land dominated 
by the t-vhite man.:? 
11Hearlv twent.y million Negroes Here made captive over the span 
of some 300 years (1517-1840). 116 The Black people of Africa were ex-
ploited, kidnapped, captured and sold in the slave markets first by the 
4rbid. 
5Major J. Jo~es, J31Cl;~}: ~l.~!~~~Jhe5~ .. l2£L9f Ji~~ (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1971,, pp. 18-19. 
/ 0~V'i1Ham L. Banks, ~~~~- Cl}llrch in. tl]._E! U.s .A. (Chicago: 
Hoody Press, 1972 ) , p. 11. 
Portuguese and Spanish, later by the English, Dutch and French, and 
still later by the Americans. Many were the hands of exploitation, 
11 
torment, degradation, humiliation and dehumanization that laid grip up-
on the lives of black people. 
Following the white capture of many black people, the ships were 
filled to far beyond capacity with black people who were herded onto 
the captive ships like animals. They were packed and jammed into the 
sea vessels which were to transport them from their homes and families 
across the Atlantic Ocean from the Gulf of Guniea to the New World 
through the Middle Passage. While nearly two million homeless Negroes 
were brought to the shores of the United States, twelve million were 
taken to Latin America. 
Many millions of the captured Negroes never reached the New 
World. 
Some died resisting capture; some died in captivity while be-
ing held in Africa waiting to be shipped out. Some committed sui-
cide by eating quantities of clay. Others, beaten and too weak 
to continue the trek in the coffle {land convoy of slaves chained 
together), were abandoned to die. Most of the loss of life, how-
ever, came during the ,journey through the Middle Passage. 7 
The journey through the Middle Passage, by ship, was a terrible 
experience for the captured black people. They were treated as non-
humans. Th~y Sl.l:.f:.fereA l.li1"te>Jd rni~ery and torture. The black captives 
were humiliated, degraded, and abused. 
Shackled in irons, they huddled beneath the decks for sixteen 
hours at a time in unbearable heat, filth, and stench, barely sur-
viving on stale, spoiled food and stagnant water. During the sev-
eral weeks it took to make the trip, the slaves were given only a 
few minutes a day on deck for fresh air and exercise. Many died at 
sea from dysentery, smallpox, and other diseases. Some starved 
7rbid., P· 12. 
12 
themselves to death, refusing ·to eat. To prevent this form of sui-
cide, hot coals Here applied to the lips to force the slaves to 
open their mouths to eat. Some committ.ed suicide by jumping into 
the ocean. Others rebelled, especially those ~-iho ·Here 1<1arriors 
taken in battle; often these "\-Jere beaten or shot to death. And some 
died soon after reaching American soil.B 
Within the context of American life, the captured black people 
experienced 11a negative self-image, self-concept, and distorted n,vho am 
I?H9 All African memories •vere erased. The homeland Has forgotten 
with i·ts people and conditions. Life for the kidnapped Negro took on a 
much differnet dimension. Family relatio::1ships vJe:re entirely absolved, 
as family members vJere delivered to different plantations in different 
sectors of the country, never to be reunited. To prevent rebellion a-
mong the slaves, tribal units were destroyed in much the same manner as 
the family units 1.Jere. T'Dis resulted in the destruction of a common 
language among the slave people: one more step removed from the life 
they had known befo:r·e. 
In America, the enslaved Negro could not have a legal marriage. 
There were no marriage ceremonies. Thus in place of legal marriages, 
promiscuity ran rampant resulting in the further breakdo"l-m of family 
li.fe among the enslaved people. Not only vms there great promiscuity 
among the black slaves, but in many cases the black "I·Jomen 1-1e:re raped by 
their white masters, who prided themselves in their ability t.o take ad-
vantage of those lvhom they oppressed. All of this had a deleterious 
effect upon the family life of the Negro people. 
The deleterious effect this had on Negro family life Has tre-
mendous and is still being felt today. Slaves faced a different 
clima-te, a new env:i.romnent, an unknown tongue. The uprooting, fear 
Srtid. 
9Jones, loc. cit. 
and cruelty they experienced combined to make their life miser-
able.lO 
The slave trade in the United States was an economic process 
which resulted in the degradation of the black man to the point vlhere 
13 
he had experienced a sense of dehumanization. Black men were captured 
in Africa and brought to the New World for one reason: to be sold to 
the highest bidding white plantation owner who would employ him at the 
planta·i;ion as a slave. 
Within this new context, the black man was to occupy the most 
degraded of all human conditions; that of a slave--a mere piece of 
property, a nobody in the fullest sense of the word. The black 
family, by plan, was broken up, scattered, and sold from auction 
block to auction block all over America. The black male, for all 
practical purposes, was completely emasculated, and the black fe-
male was systematically exploited and vilely degraded. The plan-
tation system implanted a subservience and dependency in the psyche 
of the black man that has made him traditionally much too dependent 
upon the goodwill and paternalism of the white man.ll 
The slave trade certainly made a deep and lasting impression 
upon the life of the black man. The lives of black people were dis-
oriented. They were often moved about from one plantation to another 
without any consultation or consideration given to them. Their fam-
ilies were broken, their friendships l-Jere destroyed, and the slave 
trade presented constant turmoil and unrest for many Negroes. Though 
a few of the enslaved Negroes found themselves in appreciable sur-
roundings and circumstances, the vast majority of the enslaved people 
led lives in flagrant disarray. 
lOBanks, op. cit., p. 13. 
lli~jor J. Jo)nes, Black Awarenes,_;:>_4,.::t'h~.l2lo~.oK~Hore {Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1971 , p. 19. 
The slave trade '1-Jas perpetuated by greedy men "t'lho v1ere con·· 
cerned only for big money. The slave -Graders ncontributed to the de-
humanizing process and the subjection of the black man to many ordeals 
of slavery •••• nl2 Economically, the inst:i..tution of slaver-y made 
every risk taken vJortht<Jhile for the slave traders. 11ajor J. Jones de-
scr:tbes the slave traders 't1ell as he states: 
The slave traders Here hard -handed men, but generally brave. 
They Here of all nationalities, but expecially Portuguese, Spanish, 
Dutch, English, and American. lvere respectable s 
tak:ing on a little extra cargo, thf~Y ~;Jere derelicts Hho had been 
press-ganged onto a slaver, they 1r1ere adventurers eager to a 
quick fortune, they were Bible-pound preachers ~ilho had gone rnon-
ey mad, they were sedate clerks representing respectable corrnnercial 
companies, they 'l(Jere pirates, and sometimes, they ~.Jere mere sadists 
seeking satisfaction.l3 
()nly the tremendous economic profi'Gs of t~~o or three hundred 
percent could have cemented the deterrnina-tion and :risk-filled 
of the slave traders. The sl::wers responded to the eco:1omic opportu-
hy the thousands. was the black people vJho paid in suffering, 
sorrmv, and many times in death. 
There 'l(las not a quiek diminishing of the trade for it 
las·ted for four centuries. During those centuries, the effects 
the slave trade upon the experience of the black people were great 
of the trade broug1rt abou·t 
m1.gration in human history·-~a migration Hhich, for sheer 
misery and human suffering as vJell as for profit, 1r1as v:it.hout equal 
in human experience.l4 
12Ibid., p. 21. 
l3rbid. 
14r'".d u~ •' p. 22. 
" 
the slave trade hardened and degraded almost everyone 
who engaged in it--from the stay-at-home merchants to the slave ship 
captains and the crews, to the African tribes themselves.nl5 
!Y,h;y: Slave£l! 
Though few, besides the black slaves themselves, openly asked 
15 
questions as to the rationale for slavery, there were many conscious as 
well as unconscious efforts to justify the degrading and dehumanizing 
experience that the black slaves were subjected to. For the most part, 
the rationale for slavery was to be found in the white men's attitudes 
toward black people. Major J. Jones says: 11 ••• the white men's men-
tality toward the black man was most affected and impaired by its re-
ciprocal contact with the black experience during slavery and the sub-
sequent periods after slavery. nl6 
Many white attitudes were reflected toward the Negro that served 
as reasons for the principle and practice of slavery. First, there was 
the attitude that the black man was not a human being; but rather a sub-
human. As a non-human being he was not entitled to equality with the 
white man in terms of treatment, opportunity, place or status in life. 
Secondly, there was the theological attitude that the black race was a 
cursed race by reason of God 1 s curse upon Noah 1 s son Ham. Thus it was 
God's divine plan that there be the segregation of the races and that 
the black race was to always be the servant and the slave of all. In 
the third place, there was the attitude that the black people possessed 
15Robert Goldston, ~Negro Revolution (New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1968), p. 23. 
16Jones, op. cit., p. 22. 
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an rior mentalUy., and inferior physical and biological character-
1-:ere evidenced by the lfblacknessrr of ·the people. Fourth, 
there ~~ere economic and social attitudes that contributed to ·t;he black 
experience. The economic attitudes the substandard economic 
status of the blacks because of their inherent status as serva,.1ts. From 
the social point of YieH, the attitude U>las that the had to be kept 
in his place of inferiorit.y. }'Jajor cT. Jones has observed that, 
• • • the black family had to kept unstable and prevented 
from crystallizing into a social unit, and especially deprtved of a 
strong black male image. There had to be no climate to allo1-J the 
development of a positive or confident social ego; nor Has the black 
man, because of the t4hite cultural context, alloNed to achie~re a 
positive personal self-confidence.l? 
Lastly·. there Has ·bhe preva.iling a·btitude of prejudice, based 
upo::1 fear and hatred, that led to black discrimination. The blacks be-
came an easy target for prejudice because of' their color, foreign cul-
tural background, and their unknmm home land .18 
The Civil irJar 'fias inevitable. The Sou'Gh 1 s economy had become 
dependent upon slavery. The industrial revolution 1>1as responsible for 
the increased value of the sla-ve. The attitude Has ngive the least and 
get the most in the slaves. nl9 The slave could nm.J do more 1.:10rk than 
prhi1a:rily because of ·!.ihe in>terrtions of the cotton gin, vJoolcomber, 
spinning jenny, and the steam engine. 
l7Ibid., p. 24. 
l8Jbid.' p 25. 
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\Vhile the Southern sta.tes depended heavily upon slavery, atti-
tudes toward slavery were changing. Federal legislation forbade the 
African slave ·hrade, but smuggling continued. Groups which Here once 
against slavery now began to support it. Other groups became more ag-
gressively abolitionist. 
The slaves themselves experienced a more aggressive attitude of 
protest. Slave ts broke out all over the South resulting in fear 
on ·hhe part of Sout!1ern t·lhites and these rebellions greatly aided in 
turnlng the vihites against the blacks. 
The 11black church 11 came into existence during the days of 
ery. Some of the Negro churches had ~vhite leadership vJhile others had 
black leadership. In some congregations there arose black preachers. 
Among these congregations, the most prominent i--iere the Baptists and 
I'lethodists. Various black assemblies ;.;ere organized. 
It was wi'thin this context tha·h t.he Southern states enacted 
stringent s v-Jhich placed heaV'J restrictions upon the blacks. The 
black churches were blamed, to a great degree, for all the trouble. A 
terrible demoralizing era vJ&'Ced strong. 
Cut off from the light of God's glorious gospel, the black 
man's old nature had a field day. Lying, cheating, stealing, bru-
tality, sexual immorality-all increased. Loafing on the job, pre-
tending to be sick in the field or on the auction block itself, 
destroyj.ng killing animals, burning houses-,..these ·were but ..... 
a fevJ of the ways in ~-Jhich slaves sho1ved their hatred for slavery.20 
'l'hings v0ere trubulent. Reaction and interaction had set in. 
H. B. Si:;owe's novel, Uncle Tom's Ca~.irr.., the Dred Scott decision, the 
capture and hanging of John Brown, and the election of Lincoln to the 
United S"ta·tes Presidency created 11an emotional pitch never before 
20rb~d .,... J... ~ :» .}•' 0 29. 
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reached.n21 The smoldering sparks burst into flames; a bitter war be-
tween the North and South ensued. 
II • THE POST-CIVIL vlAR DEVEIDPMENT 
The period of history from the end of the Civil War up to the 
twentieth century has, in this particular section of this chapter, been 
designated the Post-Civil War development of the black experience in 
America. The primary purpose of this section was to highlight the de-
velopment of the black experience, in this historical period, as it re-
lates to the development of Black Theology. 
"Jim Crow" is the slang term i.Jhich has been used to describe 
the social condition of the black man in America in the Post-Civil War 
era. The Civil War ended with the Southern States conceding defeat. 
Not long afterwards, the Emancipation Proclamation was signed into 
effect. In one sense freed by the Emancipation Proclamation, the Negro 
soon realized that in another sense, he was more enslaved than he was 
before the signing of the document. 
~im_ Cr~!. is a slang term for the Post-Civil War practice of 
systematically segregating and suppressing the American black man. 
It was the successful attempt by whites to shackle the freed blacks 
and to establish a: permanent caste system based on race. • . . Tfie 
term probably came to have its present meaning because it described 
the Negro crippled by the many segregation laws established at this 
time.22 
The r.ivil-War had served to preserve the Union, but it served 
also to worsen the condition of the black people. The words of 
21Ibid., p. 32. 
22Ibid., p. 33. 
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Presiden·t Lincoln make clear that the i<1ar 1-1as not waged to liberate the 
blacks. 
}ly paramonnt object in this st;ruggle is to save the Union, and 
is not either iio save or to destroy slaver<j. If I could save the 
Union t~ithout fr-eeing any slave, I would do it; and if I could sav~ 
it by freeing some and leaving others alone, I \vould also do that.d 
.4gain, President Lincoln asserted: 
I ~•ill say then that I am not, nor ever have been in favor of 
bringing about in any 'tvay the social and political equality of the 
black and 11hite races~-that I am not nor ever have in favor 
of making voJGers or jurors of Negroes, nor of qual:Lfying them to 
hold office, nor inte rrrrarry vJ Hh '·Jhi te people ; and I VI ill say in 
addition to this that there is a physical difference betvleen the 
VJhite and black races ivhich I believe 1-1ill forbid ·the t1~o races 
living together on terms of social and political equality. And 
inasmuch as ·t.hey cannot so live, i-Jhile they do remain together, 
there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as much 
as any other man am in favor of having the superior position as-
signed to the ~vhi"te race .24 
Thus as Ma,jor J. Jones states: 
Almost all the early la1t1s dealing vii·!:ih emancipa·tion l'lere polit-
ically· inspired, and though there vlere moral grounds for ·the Eman-
cipation r.coclarnation2. it was issued because i·t was a politically 
prudent thing ·to do .2:;, 
The period of reconstruction 1.zas filled "!lith restlessness, un-
certainty and inequality bet-v1een 1ilhites and blacks. nFreed by the 
Emancipation Proclamation_, Negroes found ·themselves far from enjoying 
23,Tames H. Cone, B~ck_Th.§lolg~~ Black Povl§£. (l'JevJ York: The 
Seabury P:r-essj 1969}; p~ lOj quoting from a letter Hhich Abraham Lincoln 
Hrote to Horace Greeley in mid-summer of Ul62. See James Horgan, 
~~~~~mp ~:!,~~~~!"1-±fl§~?2.Lc~g1_ the~-!~!!, (New York: The Hacmillan Company, 
24charles Silberman, Crisis in Black and \'Jhite (Nevi York: 
Random House_, 1.964), pp. 92-93,-'citine-Abrahruil"I.Incoln. from a speech 
given by Abraham Lincoln during the Lincoln-Douglas Debates at Charl-
eston, Illinois on September 18, 1858. See Albert J. Beveridge, 
!Q.!:a~am_J,1:-£!£Q]..lL}809-1§5S Vol. II (NeH York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
192SJ, p. 673. 
25Hajor J. Jones, J?la~!'>;~arell~.§.§.~_Jheqlog;y: of~.§ (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1971), p. 27. 
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equality.a26 Though at the outset of reconstruction many blacks vtere 
favored i'Jith high positions of po1-1er and prominence, even to holding of 
offices in Congress, such treatment of the blacks was short-lived. 
William L. Banks descr:Lbe s the situation Hhen he says: 
Nonetheless, such progress was short-lived. The feeling of in-
ferior:Lty had been s·~iamped deep into the souls of black folk for 
more than tvio hundred years and impressed, according to some, 't~i·!ih 
God 1 s sanc-ljion and approiTal. Such feeling is not a th:i.ng overcome 
at the snap of a finger or the signing of a piece of paper. Nor 
could anything the President, proclaimed change the hearts of evil 
1-1hi"te men. Unfortunately, many ~~ho fought for the rights of black 
men (abolitionis·!is and others) soon forgot about ·the Negro 1 s plight 
after the ~-mr. Reconstruction ended -vJith the shameful Compromise 
of 1877, when Republican politicians gave up all the moral purpose 
with ~vhich they- had supposedly- fought the Civil vlar in return for 
Southern Democra·tic support of Northerr; industrtalists.27 
Reconstruction ended ~-Jith the ~vithdravial of all Federal troops. 
'rhus the black people had absolutely no protection from the sou·thern 
1-Jhites who were vindictive because of their defeat. Bitterness raged 
unparalleled, and this raging bitterness viHnessed the birth of the 
abominable Ku Klux Klan. Violence existed throughout the States. Ha-
tred ·v-Jas at a high level. Because of the violence, hatred, and ne\v 
latvs, racial segregation vJas enforced. All black politicians v1ere 
Y.Jeeded out of office and certain laws vJere instituted to prev-ent blacks 
from ever holding political office again. 
Black men vJere slovily disfranchised when qualifications for 
yo~~pg vJ~re set U.P }Jgiqh they could not meet: poll taxes, literacy 
tests, previous voting record, the 11grandfather clause, a knowledge 
of the Constitution, etc •••• In 1896 the Supreme Court came out 
i.Jith its famous "separate but equal 11 facilities decree and set the 
pattern for racial separation for more than fifty years.28 
26Banks, op. cit., P• 33. 
27Tbid., PP• 33-34. 
28rbid. 
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Outside of thA political arena, The Reconstruction Era witnessed 
t.he tremendous gro~-vth of the Black Church in America. Forced separation 
from the -v1hite Horld resuUed in the Black Church becoming the very cen-
ter of social life for the :Jegro. It provided the black people with a 
means to express themselves, to gain individual and corporate recog-
nition and to find shelter from the anti-Negro White societ;y. The 11in-
visible church!! of the black people which existed in days of slavery nov-1 
became very "Visible. Negroes in the North broke a1'iay from the vlhite 
churches. 
Tn shor·t~ these days immediately following the Civil ~var v;ere 
marked by a notable trend toward establishing independent., all-
black churches. :1iegro preachers were nm,g no longer silenced, their 
churches no longer proscribed by la1t1s of the South. So the Negro 
began to -vJithdraw from the -whtte churches. .And the invisible merged 
with the visible.29 
Thus, in light of the black experience in America, up to this 
period of his·tory, ·t;he Black Church and the Negro preacher beca111e very 
important in the black society. The black people sought for that ivhich 
met their needs crea·bed by the circumstances of life they found them-
selves in and their experience, and they found their needs met through 
the Black Church. 
For the most nart, the black people found themselves in in-
dependent Baptist and 11ethodist Negro churches. 1rlithin the Baptist . 
circles, large Baptist bodies or conventions \-Jere organized in many 
localities. Black JVJethodism existed in terms of independent assemblies, 
the African l'Jethodist Episcopal Zion Church, and the Nethodist Episcopal 
Church, South. The A H E Church became the strongest Black Church both 
organizaJuionally and influen·tially. 
29Ibid., p. 44. 
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The Black Church made many definite contributions to ?Jegro life. 
The Black Church made some improvement in the family life of, the black 
people. To some degree the Negro Church helped ·to lessen the practices 
of promiscuity and the matriarchy. The moral support of the Black Church 
helped to bring about. a degree of a proper male image in the black fa.m-
ily, resulting in a more sta.blized family situation. The grN>Jth of the 
Black Church also affected the educational life of the black people. 
v¥illiam L. Banks emphasizes this point i·lhen he says: 
Hutual-aid societies gre1-1 out of the church. Assistance in 
time of sickness and distress, help for t'<]idovls and orpbans, homes 
for the aged, handicraft clubs, and schools for domestic training 
\.Jere some of the types of mutual aid offered. The segregated soci-
ety forced Negroes into these self-help organizations. Partici-
pation in 1\merican society ~vas severely restricted, expecially when 
Reconstruetion ended, so the church filled the gap .30 
Excluded from the political arena of "Jhite soc:Lety and secular 
politics, the Negroes turned to the church for the opportunity and hope 
to become leaders. It ~Jas ~1ith:Ln the Negro Church that the black male 
could exercise authority. Thus the Black Church assumed many functions 
Hhich normally belonged to other insttiiutions. 
The 
'The ·!Jerm 11Post-Reconstruction n ~-uas used here for the conven ... 
ience of this study to include the historical period bet~..Jeen 1877 and 
1914. 
Th:i.s period of historv has often been labeled as the 'Jilorst 
riod in the history of the American Negro. Tbe black people ~-Jere de-
serted by those t-iho, in the of slave17, had vociferously championed 
·t.he cause of Negro om. Even the churcr_ ,,las silent. The Negro 
3°Ibid., p. 4h. 
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people were neglected and left, :Ln an ant society to flounder. 
vlas an abrupt repudiation of the promises offered in the days of 
Reconstrcwtion. 
The hard fact was ·that the Negro Has not included in the eco-
nomic and political life of the nation. Not only so, but the blacks 
themselves ~·3ere the only ones vJho cared that this situation existed. 
The center of Negro life itself remained within the Black Church. 
The :Iegro 1 s outlook on life had a distinct religious flavor. Sunday 
was an all-day for the black 
Negroes did not have to 1vork on Sunday; it ~-;as a time 
of coming t.ogether to talk, gossip, have fe fllrt, court, 
, and sing. • • • It as an emotional outlet, a spiritual 
catharsis, a cause for solidarity, and social cohe plus the 
fact that the gospel vms preached and believed p~ople Nere sav-
ed • ..Jl 
·vlilliam L. R-=tnks de s the e!nphasis of the Negro 
people: 
Like any oppressed or enslaved people, Negroes >vere espec 
sted in the stories of the Bj_ble Hhich dealt '<lith deliverartce 
Israelites from Egypt, the three He bre'w boys from 
, Daniel from tho lion's den, heaven and a 
to come. Emancipation did not chanp;e this emphasis. There 
was biblical literalism of t.he firs)G order.32 
The importance of the Black Church in relationship to the Black 
during the Post-Reconst:r:uct:i.on Era is summed up 
Through ·the church came social cohesion, self-expression, re-
cognition, and leadership. Self-respect and pride t·Jere stimulated 
and , and education 1vas promoted. As nothing else, the 
church became the Negro 1 s very ov.m. It >vas the most pov1erful 
31Ibid., p. 46. 
32Ibid., P• 47. 
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organization of "the black man in America.J3 
III • THE T\vErTTIETH CE~JTURY DE'VELOPlVlENT 
The historical development of the black experience in America 
1WUld be inadequat,e and incomplete i..Jithout trea·!Jing the contributions 
of ·!;he t1r1entie-!;h century to the black experience. As much as any other 
period of histo:r.J;-, the ieth century has tndeed contributed to the 
development and gro·vrth of radical Black Theology. 
The terms nn.adicalism 11 and nRevolution 11 which serve as sub·-
dtvisions of this section \<lere borro~Jed from ·1>lilliam L. 3anks in his 
book, 
Urbanization had a great effec-t upon the life of the black man. 
It resulted in a tremendous shift in the Negro population. There 1~as 
a grea·t; influx of Negroes into the large ur·ban centers. First, ·t;his 
influx 1vas into the large cities of the South immediately folloNing the 
Civil vvar. At the outset of the First \·lorld ~var, the black people be·· 
gan moving into the Northern cities. The migration of r·Tegro families 
went from the rural areas to the ci"bies and from the South to the North. 
The reasons for the ~igration were many. First, there were natural CStlam-
ities "t-Jhich interfered t-Jith farming and caused many blacks to flee from 
the South. In contrast., the industrial grot-1th in the IJorth created a 
great demand :for unskilled 1i~orkers. Thirdly, the black people were 
subjected to inhuman treatment. Tbey continued to experience human 
oppression. The blacks -v1ere sub.jected to forced labor. T"ne Ku Klux 
JJ.,.., · 4c ..I.O~d., P• ..-1• 
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Klan raged violently against the black people. Negroes were burned 
alive, lynched, dragged behind automobiles, mobbed, drowned, shot and 
hacked to death. 
The great shift in the Negro population created a tremendous 
adverse atmosphere for the blacks. William L. Banks describes it thus: 
In housing, there were restrictive covenants, segregation or-
dinances, and white landlord exploitation, all of which led to 
ghettos and the poor health and high mortality that accompany large 
families living in small, unsanitary homes. The city's imperson-
alness and destruction of family life, with increased desertion, 
illegitimacy, and juvenile delinquency, aggravated matters. In-
creased migration North created hostility there. Obviously the 
churches vJere greatly affected .34 
In fact, E. Franklin Frazier says that secularization of the 
churches began.35 With this secularization there came into the think-
ing of the Negro Church a tolerance for the things it once considered 
wrong or immoral. Not only so, but the thinking and concern of the 
Black Church changed from other worldliness to the temporal aspects of 
here and now. The blacks tended to be less religiously oriented and to 
emphasize the temporal rather than the spiritual. Black churchmen nbe-
came more interested in self-help and racial-advancement organizations. 11 36 
In contrast to the secularized Negro Church, there came into 
existence other Black Churches and groups which turned their emphasis 
to 11holiness.n To some degree, though significantly, these holiness 
groups stayed the secularization of the Black Church. 
Along with this secularization, the storefront church was born. 
34Ibid., pp. 48-49. 
35E. Franklin Frazier, !h~~£> Church.Jn America (New York: 
Schacken Books, 1963), p. 51. 
36Banks, op. cit., p. 51. 
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These storefront churches appealed great,ly to the black people. A tre-
mendous number of these churches came into being. 
A storefront, as the name implies, is generally a church con-
ducted in an unrented or abandoned store. Sometimes it is a house-
fron·t church; this :i.s a home or private residence converted into a 
church, often to the dismay of the second-floor occupants or the 
adjoining homeowners.37 
The storefront churches are predominately Baptist, Apostolic, 
Holiness, or Pentecost,al. Hany of them are associated with the cults 
or sects. 
vvill 1 am L. Banks de scrlbe s the basis for the great appeal of 
the storefront churches. 
The impersonal big cities have lost their sense of apeople-
ness 11 ; members are just envelope numbers or dues-payers. Store-
fronts offer identification, belonging, acceptance>\ recognition, 
all lacking tn large depersonalized congregat:i.ons • ..JS 
11Some Negroes have repudiated Christianity altogether and have 
joined radical cults •••• n39 Such cults that ·t;hey have joined are 
Christian Science, the Apostolics, Jehovah r s \vitnesses, Father Divine 1 s 
-;vrovement, and the Black Huslirns. 
Black people, since 19)4., have shifted from a passive atti-
tude, relating to the black experience, to one of revolution. 'l'he re·· 
beli:i..ori {11 the cities is an indication that blacks are no longer willing 
·t,o 11take-it-on-the-chin. 11 
The a·tmosphere of black rebellion has been and remains to be 
37Tbid. 
38Ibid. J p. )2. 
39Ibid., p. )3. 
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seasoned by the philosophy and practice of Black Pm-1er. Black Power 
seeks to destroy white racism by whatever means is available including 
revolution and rebellion. The cry of Black Power is total freedom for 
black people-- 11Freedom Now. 11 
Black Power has grown out of a strong Black awareness movement. 
The movement is designed to bring black people to the point of recog-
nizing who they are-human beings--and accepting who they are. Through 
the black awareness movement has come numerous emphases; the emphases 
being upon the courage to be black, the essential worth of blackness, 
black self-assertion, black self-affirmation, black self-love, and black 
self-esteem. 
Thus radical Black Theology is grounded in the experience of the 
black people. Not only is radical Black Theology founded upon the black 
experience of the past, it is also based upon what the black experience 
is in the present and what it can be in the future. 
Occasioned by the twentieth century development of the black 
experience in .America, radical Black Theology has developed into a 
Theology of Black Awareness, of Black Power, of Black Revolution, of 
Black Liberation, of Black Violence, of Black Reconciliation, and thus 
a Theology of Black Hope. James H. Cone says: 
If tlie gospel of Christ, as Moltmann suggests, frees a manto 
be for those i'lho labor and are heavily laden, the humiliated and 
abused, then it would seem that for twentieth-century America the 
message of Black Power is the message of Christ himself.40 
40James H. Cone, Black Theolo~d Black Power (New York: 
The Seabury Press, 1969), p. 37. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PRESENT STATUS OF 
RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
Having traced the historical development of radical Black The-
ology, it became necessary for the author to analyze the present status 
of radical Black Theology. The emphasis of radical Black Theology has 
not been lost in its history; rather its history and development have 
served to broaden and strengthen the emphasis and impact of radical 
Black Theology. Inasmuch as the black experience in America has not 
been erased, but continues to plague the black people, radical Black 
Theology is more prominent than ever. 
A careful investigation of what black religious writers have 
written concerning the present status of radical Black Theology is 
quite discouraging. Only a few have addressed themselves to this sub-
ject, and that indirectly. For the most part, black writers have not 
dealt with this subject in any significant way. Because the present 
status of radical Black Theology was a very significant part of this 
particular investigation and is worthy of a place in the study of rad-
ical Black Theology, the author has attempted to research the subject 
arid to present a succirlct account of it. 
I. THE PHASES OF RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
"There is, and always has been, two major phases of radical 
28 
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Black Theology: the Conservative phase and the Hilitant phase. nl 
There can be no understan.ding of the present status of radical Black 
Theology Hi thout a workable knowledge of these t\vo current phases 
radical Black Theology. 
Both phases have their or:i.gin vJithin the Black Church. Not 
only so, but both of these phases are in operation ~<Ji thin t!1e Black 
Church. "The Black Churcb has spaimed both the Conservative phasr:: and 
the Hilitant phase. 11 2 
The 
Those tvho compose the cons<'2rvative camp of radical Black The-
ology are Bible believing persons. They are persons vJho take the 
biblical message in a most literal manner. They vievJ the Bible and the 
Gospel as God 1 s message to black people I·Jhich meets ·the needs of blacks 
in every-day life. 
Conservative Black Theology is very sensitive to the oppression 
to v1hich blacks are subjected. As a result of this oppression, the re-
lig:i.ous mood of conserva·tism ~r;ithin radical Black Theology is charac·· 
terized by t-wo outlooks. The first outlook is na religion of res:i.g-
nation--•.Jhich has given up on the good life in this \vorld and placed 
all of its hope on a life beyond. :r) This is the view that life 1 s 
circumstances cannot be changed in this 1vorld, and that ilhich cannot 
lQuotat:i.on from Rev. ,John H. Jackson, Pastor, Ht. Olivet Bap-
t:l.st Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal :i.nterviev.J with the author, 
December 19, 1972. 
2Ibid. 
3Emmanuel L. NcCall, ed., The Black Christ~an Ex~_:r.~~rJ..ce 
(~~ashville, Tennessee : Broad man Press, 1972), p. gr. 
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be changed in this world will definitely be changed in the life be-
yond. This view cannot be called a religion of satisfaction with the 
way Negro life is. Dissatisfaction with Negro life, as it is, is still 
paramount in the minds of those who are resigned to the fact that their 
dissatisfaction will not be justified until the life beyond dawns upon 
them. The second outlook is "a religion of accommodation--which at-
tempts to adjust to and appease the status quo. 114 This is the outlook 
that in light of the Negro's plight in America, the only option avail-
able to the Negro is adjustment, both individually and corporately, to 
the plight that is theirs. This religion of accommodation is not a re-
ligion of satisfaction either. Rather, it is a religion that recognizes 
the situation as it is, and because that situation cannot and will not 
be changed in this life, the only alternative the blacks have is to ad-
just to the circumstances and appease their white oppressors. 
The ~iJ.t!iant Phas~ 
Belief in the Bible is also a characteristic of the largest 
spectrum of blacks who compose the militant camp of radical Black The-
ology. There is some difference as to the manner in Nhich the militant 
advocates of radical Black Theology interpret God's message to black 
people. While conservative Black Theology interprets the message of 
God as an injunction to "turn the other cheek," militant Black Theology 
interprets God's message as an exhortation to strive for and achieve 
liberation. Thus, militant Black Theology is 11a religion of liber-
ation--which seeks to break the shackles of oppression."5 This is an 
-----c~--'~ 
4rbid. 
5rbid. 
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outlook which stands in direct opposition to a religion of satisfaction, 
to a religion of resignation, and to a religion of accommodation. This 
is black religion which operates within the philosophy (not always with-
in the methodology) of Black Power; that is, complete emancipation of 
black people by whatever means black people deem necessary. Thus as 
Dr. James H. Cone says in the second chapter of his book Black Theolo~ 
and Black Power: ___ ,.._..,.,_,_, __ 
MY concern is, rather, to show that the goal and message of 
Black Power, as defined in Chapter I and articulated by many of its 
advocates, is consistent with the gospel of Jesus Christ. Indeed, 
I have even suggested that if Christ is present among the oppress-
ed, as he promised, he must be working through the activity of 
Black Power.6 
Again Dr. Cone states: 
Black Power, then, is God's new way of acting in America. It 
is his way of saying to blacks that they are human beings; he is 
saying to whites: 11Get used to it! 117 
It is necessary, however, to point out that "what often times 
is considered to be conservative Black Theology within the Black Church 
is considered to be militant Black Theology outside of the Black Church. 118 
In other words, a phrase from a Negro Spiritual such as "God is a mighty 
man 11 would be considered conservative within the Black Church, but could 
easily be considered militant outside the Black Church. Reverend John 
H. Jackson further clarifies the issue when he says: 
Thus, the difference between conservatism and militancy, in re-
lation to Black Theology, is, at times, a matter of interpretation; 
6James H. Cone, Black Theolog~ & Bl~ck Power (New York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 48. 
7Ibid., p. 61. 
BQuotation from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, Mt. Olivet Bap-
tist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal interview with the author, 
December 19, 1972. 
the difference being whether a certain philosophy is interpreted 
from within the Church or from outside the Church.9 
II. THE STRUCTURE OF RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
Radical Black Theology has certain distinctive features which 
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provide it with unique structure. The structure of radical Black The-
ology is quite unlike any other theological structure. Radical Black 
Theology is a theology of its own. Its structure reveals its present 
status. 
! Practical Theology 
Radical Black Theology is distinctively characterized as being 
a theology of practics. Reverend John H. Jackson describes it as 11an 
earthly theology.nlO By that description he means that radical Black 
Theology is concerned with the every-day life of the black man, and 
lends itself to the every-day practice of the black man who uses it in 
down-to-earth every-day experiences of his life and situation. John 
W. Fleming agrees when he says: 
With more significance attached to man and his role, there is 
naturally a strong 11 this-worldlyn emphasis in contemporary black 
theology. It is not a negation of eschatology or immortality, but 
a t.Jay of saying, "Seek the good life in the here and now. n11 
The quest of radical Black Theology is 11 to give blacks a work-
able and usable theology based upon practicality.nl2 Radical Black 
9Ibid. 
10Ibid. 
llEmmanuel L. McCall, ed., The Black Christian Ex2erience 
(Nashville, Tennessee : Broadman Press ;·-1972), p. 97. ~-· 
l2Jackson, loc. cit. 
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Theology is not concerned ~lith the theologizing process, but is inter-
ested in providing blacks with a more palatable future. It deals with 
the human existence of blacks. 
The traditional content of systematic theology may 1vell not 
correspond to that of much of the literature of black theology. 
Black Theology differs from traditional theology by the simple 
reason that it may not be as concerned to describe such tradi-
tional themes as the eternal nature of God's existence as it is 
to explore the impermanent, paradoxical, and problematic nature of 
human existence. Huch of the task of black theology is to reclaim 
a people from humiliation, and in the process of so doing, it may 
~,jell neglect such unrelated subjects as humility before man and 
guilt befoe God. If black theology is ·to speak realistically 
and cogently to a people whose l:i.ves have been worn dmm, whose 
best hopes have so often been frustrated, and who have been re-
minded at every turn by human word and action that they are less 
than worthy of so much that other ordinarJ humans possess1 it 
must have a new and fresh message of hope for the future. L3 
A "Feelinu 11 Theolouv 
., .... --~-"'" ---,.,.,,.~~ 
In conjunction vii th radical Black Theology's practicality, 
radical Black Theology is also characterized as a theology of feeling. 
Reverend John H. Jackson says: rrThe Black Church is a feeling church, 
and Black Theology is a theology of feeling.nlh 
P~dical Black Theology :i.s structured around the feelings of 
black people in America. P~dical Black Theology seeks to answer the 
dilemma of a black person who has a feeling of inferiority. It grap-
P1E:s with feeli11gs of insecuri~;y: and dependency. It throws light upon 
the feelings of frustration, ambiguity, and oppression. James H. Cone 
articulates this phase of rad:i.cal Black Theology :i.n saying: 
A black theologian wants to know what the gospel has to say to 
l3I1ajor J. Jones, Black ~~r,:_ess A Theplogy Of Hop~. (:'Jew York: 
Abingdon Press, 1971), p. 13~ 
14Jackson, loc. cit. 
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a man Hho is jobless and cannot get Nork to support his family be·-
cause the society is unjust,. He •~ants to knovl t,lhat ls God 1 s 1Jord 
to the countless black boys and girls who are fatherless and mother-
less because white society decreed that blacks have no rights. Un-
less there is a word from Christ to the helpless, then -v1hy should 
they respond to him? HovJ do He relate >Ghe gospel of Christ to 
people 1<1hose da:i.ly existence is one of hunger or even 'tvorse, 
despair?ls' 
In light of the ability of radical Black Theology to meet the 
feelings of black people, it cannot be overemphasized that radical 
Black Theology is color-conscious. The fac·t is that it is black-
color-conscious. Radical Black Theology is addressed to black people. 
Dr. James H. Cone indicates the color-consciousness of radical Black 
Theology in ·the folloHing paragraph. 
Black 'rheology is primarily a theology of and f.£1: black people 
viho share the cormnon belief ·that racism will be destroyed only 
when black people decide to say in Hord and deed to the "t-ihite 
racist: wvle ain't gonna stan.d any more of th:ts. 11 The purpose of 
Black Theology is to analyze the nature of the Christian faith in 
such a -vmy that black people can say Yes to blackness and :1o to 
vJhiteness and mean it. 
It is not the purpose of Black 'r:r'leology to address i<Vhite 
people, a.t least no·t directly •••• The goal of Black Theology 
is to prepare the minds of blacks for freedom so that they ~~ill be 
ready to give all for it. Black Theology must speak :1!2. and 
black people as they seek to remove the structures of white power 
't~hich hover over iiheir being, stripping i't of its blackness.l6 
Again Dr. Cone s·tate s: 
The- task of Bla.ck Theology is to inform black people that be;., 
eause of God's act in Christ they need not offer anyone an apology 
for being black. Hather, be glad of it! Shout it! It is the 
purpose for which He 1-1ere created. This is the meaning of the 
gospel of reconciliation to black people.l7 
l5James H. Cone, Blacf T'l}_<?olqg;y: ~Black Power_ (Nevi York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), pp. 4"3-Ltli. 
16Ibid., pp. 117-·lltl. 
l?rbid., p. 149. 
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records a further affi:rma'Gion of the black-consciousness of :rad:i.cal 
Black Theology when he records: 
••• Black Theology· is a theology of black liberation. H 
seeks to plumb the black condition in the light of God's revela-
tion in Jesus Christ, so that the black community can see that the 
gospel is commensurate "l~ith the achievement of black humanity. 
Black Theology is a theology of nblackness. 11 It is the affirmat].on 
of black humanity that emancipates black people from white racism 
thus providing authentic freedom for bot!1 t4hi"Ge and black people. 
It affirms the humani t;;r of t>Jh:i. te people in that i"t says 11N'o 11 to 
the encroachment of white oppression.l8 
Rev. John H. Jackson says there is good reason fo:r the black-
consciousness of radical Black Theology. 
There is at present a social stigma placed upon blackness. A 
black person can go to the same place as a v.1hHe person and yet not 
:receive the same privileges as the white person because his skin is 
black. Blackness has been and still is degraded and held in dis-
respect. Therefore, blacks have the need to lift blackness up. 
The purpose of Black POi~er and Black 'rheology is to bring ~~httes 
to the place >'llhe:re ·they see a man, not a black man; a church, not 
a black church; a community, not a black community; a home, not a 
black home; etc. If and when thts is achieved, there i.Jill be less 
emphasis on blackness, because blacks v.1on' t have to lift their 
blackness up.l9 
D:r. Cone agrees in saying: I! • • for the oppressed blacks to 
regain their identity, they must affirm the very characteristic which 
the oppressor ridicules-blackness. 1120 
~n #E!!!~I!~~~~ '1'11~~~ ... 
It is safe to state that :radical Black Theology holds to the 
19Quotation from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, Mt. Olivet 
Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal inte:r-vievJ with the 
author, December 19, 1972. 
20cone, op. cit., p. lA. 
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concept of a transcendent and an immanent God. However, it is also 
true that radical Black Theology places a stronger emphasis upon God's 
immanence rather than upon His transcendence. 
Black Theology is not interested in talking about a God who 
sits upon a celestial throne somewhere ruling the universe with a 
sovereign hand. Black Theology is concerned with the God who shares 
the every-day life of the Negro. This theology sees the God of 
the Ghetto who is down living among the oppressed. He is there 
when the breadwinner has no job, when there is no bread on the 
table, and when the children are bitten by rats. He is out on the 
streets which belong to white society taking all kinds of hell dur-
ing the week. Instead of being up there somewhere, He is where His 
oppressed people are.21 
John W. Fleming addresses himself to the point by stating:, 
• • • the emerging theology is placing greater stress on the 
immanence of God, a God who is confronted in life situations. 
This is not a denial of God's transcendence but a way of saying 
that his transcendence has been overstressed at the expense of his 
immanence. Black theology wants a greater recognition of God who 
acts in history, who meets us in the suffering and problems of 
mankind, and 1-1ith vlhom we come into an understanding through in-
volvement in humanity.22 
Thus it could not be more clear that radical Black Theology 
identifies with a God who is active in the lives of black people right 
where they live. To black theologians, God has come down to make His 
abode in the black experience in America. This is what gives radical 
Black Theology its impact, appeal and its meaningfulness to black people • 
. ~ Power .'l'll~~~C>I5:f. 
Because of God's immanent involvement in the black history and 
experience in America, radical Black Theology is essentially a the-
ology of pov1er. It is a theology of God-power and thus of Black-Power. 
21Jackson, loc. cit. 
22Emmanuel L. McCall, ed., Th!LBlack ~Qltristian ~2CP.eri~~~ 
(Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1972), p. 97. 
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Rev. ,John H. Jackson says: 11 Black PovJer has always resided tvithin the 
Black Church. The Black Church is the storehouse of Black Power. "23 
In speaking about the relationship between povJe!~ and radical 
Black Theology John \{. Fleming says, "Black Po14er is a central theme 
in the theology 1vhich I have discussed. n2h He goes on to say, neon-
temporary black theology vJhieh stems from the religion of liberatio:1 
sees God as love and po1;.mr. n25 
Dr. Cone expresses the tenor of radical Black Theology -v1ith 
respect to Black Pm.Jer by 
If the gospe 1 is a gospe 1 of liberation for the oppressed, 
then Jesus is where the oppressed are and continues his >:·1ork of 
libera·fiion t;here. Jesus is not safely confined in the first 
century. He is our contemporary, proclaiming release to the cap-· 
i;ives and rebelling against all ~Jho silently accept the st:rt1C·· 
s of injustice. he :ts not in the ghetto, if he is not vJhere 
men are living at the brink of existence, but is, rather, in ·the 
easy life of the suburbs, then the gospel is a lie. The opposite, 
ho~r1ever, the case. Christianity :i.s not alien to Black PovJer; 
it Black .26 
Dr. Cone elucidates fu:cther: 
n is my thesis, horr~ever, that Black Pm-Jer, even in its most 
rad:i.cal expression, j_s not the antithesis of Christianity, nor is 
it a heretical idea to be toler·ated ~;ith painful forbearance. It 
is, rather, Christ's central message to ttventieth-century America. 
And unless the denominational church makes a determined 
effort to recapture the man Jesus ~Ghrough a total identification 
~tvith the sufferin~ poor as expressed in ;Jlack Pm>~er, that church 
1t-1ill become exactly "I'Jhat Christ is not.27 
In no manner is it implied that all Black Pm-Jer 
'?J 
"-·,Jackson, loc. cit. 
24r•IcCall, loc. cit. 
r,c 
C...:JT1-~ a' p 
--UJ.. ._, • 98. 
26James H. , ]3J.ack Theolog;z: S,s. .B~£!: (:TeN York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 38. 
27 . Ib~d., pp. 1-2. 
Christian o~ that all operate within the context and framework of the 
Black Church. Dr. Cone says, 11It is not my thesis that all Black 
Pm>~er advocates are Christians or even ivish to be so. n28 The impor-
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tant thing is that radical Black Theology is a theology which operates 
within the philosophy and theme of Black Power in that it focuses in 
on the liberating power of Jesus Christ as it is demonstrated through 
the liberating po,ver and message of the Gospel of Christ. Again Dr. 
James H. Cone speaks to this point by way of summation: 
Black Power and black religion are inseparable. Both seek to 
free black people from white racism. It is impossible for Black 
Power to be effective Ni thout taking into consideration man's re-
ligious nature. It is impossible for black religion to be truly 
related to the condition of black people and to the message of 
Jesus Christ without emphasizing the basic tenets of Black Power. 
Therefore, Black Theology seeks to make black religion a religion 
of Black Power. It does not attempt to destroy Christianity but 
endeavors to point to Hs blackness. The task of Black Theology 
is to make Christianity really Christian by moving black people 
tvith a spirit of black digni·ty and self-determination so they can 
become what the Creator intended.29 11 ••• Christ means Black 
PoHerl 1130 ---
Contemporary radical Black Theology, as esentially a theology 
of Black Power, demands putting power into action. Thus radical Black 
Theology embodies all those qualities essential to a theology of action. 
Dr. James !I. Cone speaks very graphically to this point when he says: 
Speaking a true language of black liberation, the black church 
must teach that, in a tvhite world bent on dehumanizing black people, 
Christian love means giving no ground to the enemy, but relent-
lessly insisting on one's dignity as a person. Love is not passive, 
but active. It is revolutionary in that i·t seeks to meet the needs 
28Ibid., p. 48. 
29Ibid., p. 130. 
30Ibid., p. 112. 
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of l.ihe neighbor amid crumbling structurt-:;s ty. It is rev-
because may mean joining a violent rebellion. 
'I'he black church must about :i.ts function amid the rebel-· 
lion of blaclc people in A:rner:i.ca. 'VJhere does it stand? it is 
to be relevant, it must no longer admonish 1 .. ts people to be nniceu 
to vlhite society. It cannot. eondemn the rioters. It must make an 
unqualifj_ed identifica·hion tvith ·the nloo·ters 11 and r: re-
cognizing that this stance leads to condemnation by t,he state as 
la~1-breakers. There no place for 11nice Ne,groes n v.1ho are so 
distori;ed values ·t.hat :regard lavJs as more sacred ·than 
human life. is no place for Hho black 
and overlook the daily violence of ~vhites. There is no place for 
blacks \.Jho Hant to be 11 safe, 11 for Christ cJ promise security 
but suffering .31 
Ilev. John H. Jackson agree~; T·lith • Cone as is indica ted by 
his follo~Jing s"uatement. 
Involvement a key to Black Theology. If the Church sees a 
structure that it \·Jishes torn dmm, 1:b places the hammer :tn God 1 s 
hand and sends him out ·t;o the structure do~m. Black Power 
is 'Ghe hamrner God uses.J2 
Dr. James H. Cone agrees concerning the importance of 1'iorld 
involvement as a 1-:::ey to radical Black PovJer Theology. Dr. Cone s, 
11The black church bas a heritage of radical involvement the \.vorJ.d. n33 
Radical involvemen·t, as it is expressed by the Black Church, 
ts in -terms of a fight ae;a:tnst; social injusticE!. LTohn H. Jackson 
is quite c 
Black Theolog;;r embraces a social thrust. The radical 
involvement of the Jlack Church irectecJ changing the 
social injus-!;ice strttcture. Ho':Je-ver, the social thrt;.st of 
Black Theologyis to be differentia·ted from the social gospel. ..... . 
1ll1ereasthe sOcial gospel talks a lot accompanied by little action 
or directed tm,la:rd social injust;ic~, the social thrust; 
of Black Theology talks liii'l:;le, but acts alot .j4 
Jlibid., pp. 113-llL.. 
320uo·tRtion from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, I\ft;. Olivet 
Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal inter-·rte1.v Hith the 
author, December 19, 1972. 
33cone, op. cit., p. 112. 
34Jackson, loc. cit. 
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By way of summarization, Dr. Cone further explains the con-
cept of radical Black Theology relative to radical involvement when he 
states: 
In this new era of Black Power, the era in which blacks are 
sick of white power and are prepared to do anything and give 
everything for freedom now, theology cannot affo~d to be silent. 
Not to speak, not to 11do theology" around this critical problem, 
is to say that the black predicament is not crucial to Christian 
faith. At a moment when blacks are determined to stand up as 
human beings even if ·!;hey are shot down, the Word of the cross 
certainly is focused upon them. Will no one speak that Word to 
the dead and dying? • • • Could a black man hope that there are 
still others who, as theologian~, will join the oppressed in 
their f1.ght for freedom? These theologians will speak unequive-
cally of revelation, Scripture, God, Christ, grace, faith, Church, 
ministry, and hope, so that the message comes throu~h loud and 
clear: The black revolution is the work of Christ. 5 
35cone, op. cit., pp. 88-89. 
CH.fl.PTEH IV 
THE BASIC TEiTB'l'S OF 
H.ADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
T'ne primR.ry purpose this chapter 1;-1as to explore the basic 
principles involved in ical Black Theology. It "''as an at·tempt to 
investigate the issues i·Jhich advocates of radical Black Theology deem 
vital to their theology. These s ·v:ere researched from stand-
points. The first area Has the issues of radical Black Theology in 
relation t.o the black condition in Al:rJerica. In other Nords, this is 
radical Black Theology directed tovJard the oppressed black people and 
their situation in life. The second area of :tnvestigation r,Jas con-
cerned ·~zith the te:1.ets of ical Black Theology in relation to its 
theological concept.s. In other words, "this ts radical Blaek Theology 
directed tm11ard God and Hi.s re1ationship to man. 
I. VITAL ISSUES I;J RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
l1adical Black Theology speaks to the ltfe situation of black 
people in America. 1-Ji'th regard to the black experience in America, 
radical Black Theology holds to certain basic issues ir~hich it deems 
vital and important to 9. theology of and for black people. n has be-
come the task of radical Black Theology to communicate these vital 
issues to black people in order to bring about meaningfulness and pur-
pose to ·the lives of blacks. 
}?l~!f Awar.§1~. 
Radical Black Theology con·!iends strongly tha·t black people must, 
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fully and completely become a-v1are of themselves. Blacks must be avJare 
of Hho they are. They are black people who are oppressed because they 
live in a white pm~er society. The cry is for blacks to realize that 
they are human; to become a1,Jare -~hat blackness is as good as, if not 
better than, tvhiteness. 
llot only are blacks to become avJare of "~'lho they are as men, but 
radical Black Theology insists that blacks must become av:are of t.1ho they 
can become. Radical Black 'rheology contends that black people can, in-
deed, become t-Jhat the Creator intended them to be, including a chosen 
people of God who are free to determine their o1~n dest:i.ny. 
Advocates of radical Black Theology are insistent upon the fact 
that blacks have been taught by white society to hate blackness. 'rhey 
agree vJith Halcolm X: 11The vJOrst crime ·tihe white man has committed, r: 
writes ¥.talco 1m X., n has been ·~o teach us to ha·te ourselves. nl 
Radical Black Theologians then contend that black self-hatred 
has led black people, in many· cases, to condemn their blackness and 
vlish they v.1ere v-1hi te. 
As Elt.iah Muhammad, the leader of the Black f'iuslims, rightly 
says: n1'he Negro ~-Jants to be a i~hite man. He processes his hair. 
Acts like a white man. He Hants to integrate vli th the 't·Jhite man, 
but he cannot integrate with himself or his own mind. The Negro 
wants to lose his identi-ty because he does not 'know his ot-m iden-
tity. u2 
In light of this black self-hatred, radical Black Theology 
exhorts blacks to affirm the beauty of blackness and to become aHare of 
a black identity without any sense of condemnation, shame or remorse. 
1James H. Cone, !Jl~k The()logJ.C_and Bla_9k PovJer (Nm-7 York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 18. 
') 
<-Ibid • , p. 19. 
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Dr. James H. Cone speaks to -t;his point by saying: 
~v11at is needed, then, is not nint;egration u but a sense of 
1vorth in be:i.ng black, and only black people can teach that. Black 
consciousness is the key to the black man's emancipation from his 
distorted self-image. • • • Black identity is survival. •• • 3 
Dr. Cone agaj_n says that blacks "must affirm the beauty of 
blackness and by so doing free the black man for a self-affirmation of 
his mm being as a black man. rr4 
The emphasis upon black avJarene::Js, in radical Black Theology, 
is articulated by Hajor ,r. ~Tones in his book Bl£!.ck A~olarene§L!~TheolQgy 
Q;Lll~, in <vhich he says that black awareness composes a black the-
ology of hope. cTones states: 
Black theology· has given new meaning to blackness, and it seeks 
to relate that blackness to a truth that is liberating; thus it be--
comes for many, in curren·b ·times, a nevJ light of freedom under God. 
Having ·tasted that freedom through identification with God 1 s in-
tention for black humanity, the black man "~<Jill stop at nothing in 
expressing an even stronger affirma·tion of black selfhood .5 
Again Major J. Jones says: 
To be adequate for the black community_, black theology must 
bespeak a neH vision; if there is no clear vision of the future, 
black people might easi.ly reconcile themselves to the present. 
In a real sense, telithotlt the hope that arises in the full real-
ization of blackness, derived from an adequate theology of tl1e 
black awareness movement, many black people themselves have begun 
to realize that condi'tions of black people have become intoler-
able. Black ·t;heology must provide them ~vith some nei·J l-lords of 
hope; it must provide them "1-Jith the Hill to break a1~ay from the 
present; tm·Jard the futu:ce .6 
3Tb:i d. 
4Ibid., PP• 19-20. 
S'Na.jor ,T. Jones_, Black AvJareness A Theology Of Hope (NevJ York: 
Abingdon Press, 1971), p. 1.5. 
6Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
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L~ conjuction with its emphasis on black awareness, radical 
Black Theology puts great stress on the dignity of the black man. 
Blacks should be able to possess a sense of personal worth and value. 
Rather than being made to feel important, the Negro should be ac-
cepted as being important. Thus, the Negro is viewed as a person who 
has, who is making, and will continue to make a worthwhile contribution 
to society and to humanity. Rev. Bob Harrison says: 
This is what the black of America really wants--to be accepted 
for his actual value. The black man wants and needs a job like 
everyone else, of course. But he wants to be given the job not be-
cause someone is being kind to him or as a handout but because he 
has something to contribute. This is what gives him a sense of 
dignity--a sense of worth as a human being •••• What he really 
wants and needs is not charity bu·& acceptance.? 
Thus the black awareness movement with its emphasis upon the 
dignity and worth of blackness spawns such concepts as black self-
assertion, black self-affirmation, black self-love, and black self-
esteem. Thus as Major J. Jones says: 
The current movement toward black awareness merely means that 
the black man has come to a point in history where he is both will-
ing and free to assert his right to self-determination, to possess 
racial pride, and to engage in the pursuit of blackness.8 
Radical Black Theology fosters this pursuit of blackness through 
a framework of personal dignity which is attached to the worth of black-
ness. As the Negro senses his worth to God, he realizes his worth to 
himself and his value to the whole of society. He then senses that in 
every area of life, he, as a human being of value, has a definite and 
enriching contribution to make. 
7Bob Harrison, When God Was Black (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Zandervan Publishing House, 1971), pp. 107-108. 
8Jones, op. cit., p. 64. 
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Liberation 
Liberation is the theme of Black Theology. Christ is the Lib-
erator and the Christian faith promises "deliverance to the cap-
tives." It promises to let the oppressed go free. 9 
Radical Black Theology is concerned with the liberation of the 
black people in America. Freedom or liberation is the core and uni-
fying principle of radical Black Theology. Joseph R. Washington, Jr., 
says that "any worthy Black Theology must be a "theology of liber-
ation."lO 
Freedom is the test of the quality of black existence. With-
out freedom black people will perish, and with them their neigh-
bors. Freedom is the only salvation the black church as to offer, 
and freedom is the only hope of mankind. According to Washington, 
no one can be faithful to the Lord of history who does not take 
this theme of freedom seriously. The task of the black church and 
Black Theology is rethinking upon black religion as a religion of 
freedom. Black people must look again at what freedom has meant 
in their history and what it means in their present. Freedom, as 
the essence and unifying principle of black religion, must be illu-
minated by Black Theology.ll 
The liberation to which radical Black Theology addresses it-
self is social liberation. It is liberation from the menace of white 
racism for the black man in America. It is a complete emanicaption 
from white power. Again Roberts says: 
Liberation is revolutionary--for blacks it points to what 
oughi yo pe. Black Christians desire radical and rapid social 
change in America as a matter of survival. Black Theology is a 
.. theology of ··liberation.l2 
Dr. James H. Cone agrees concerning this concept of liberation 
9J. Deotis Roberts, Liberation and Reconciliation: A Black 
Theology (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1971), p. 32. 
10Ibid., p. 40. 
11Ibid. 
12 Ibid • , p • 2 7 • 
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and ties it in with :Slack Po't-Jer Nhen he says: 
itJhat is ·tihis freedom for which blacks have marched, boycotted, 
picketed 3 and rebelled in order to achieve? Simply stated 3 free-
dom is poj; 9o:Lgg '!:lha:\!_ I \v~11. but ~-:LDE. !:lb~! I sho_u~:sl• ! man .. .ifL 
free. i'llh~£ he _§~e_£ 21.~§-rl;t: th~. f:fl.fJllmel}.y_ gf !!!.2. )?~..£& and. i:§. !d1ill?. 
g_~c_1:bl~ Qf. ni?-king_ g1e :;::nv_igp_~_g_ §e1;f_ @:. ~~}i~y. This is nBlack 
Po~Ver! 11 They want the grip of v1hite pm·Jer removed vlhat black peo-
ple have in mind l.Jhen they cry, 11Freedom :Joi-!l n nmv and forever.l3 
Radical Black Theology· derives its cry· for freedom from the 
message of the Cross upon which Christ suffered and died. In other 
1-wrds, radical Black Theology holds that the liberation of tl1e oppressed 
is the central concern and message of ·iihe Cross. Jesus Christ died for 
the liberation of oppressed people. 1'1ore specifically, Christ died for 
the oppressed black people that they might be liberated and emancipated 
from social oppression. ,Joseph R. \rlashington, Jr. is clear in his 
treatment of this principle vihen he states: 
Black theologians need only to read the Bible in the light of 
the Cross to discover that its central message is about freedom 
and power. In the Cross freedom and pov-mr are available as the 
grace to counter all that keeps us from responding to the source 
of all freedom, pov1er3 and truth in its light .1~ 
In his chapter entitled 11Black Po~o1er Theology," i·lashington 
says: 
1'he freedom v-1hich Black PoVJer says black Americans must v1rench 
from I!Jhite Po1>1er :i.s, in essence, the gif·t of God for humankind •••• 
Blacl-:: Fm-1er is consistent -vrtth the Cross in :i.ts demand that :free-
dom be a reality, that blacks fully express the liberating p01-1er 
of freedom, for this poHer is the only human :force for the cre-
ation of a ne"lv commun:i.t.y of ne~-1 men and Homen .15 
Dr. <Tames H. Cone indicates ' . n1.s agreement by asking: 
13James E. Cone, Black Theo}QK'Y ~SL.£3]-ack PoHer. (I'Jmv York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 39·:··· 
14Joseph R. \rlashington, ,Jr. 3 Black And (Boston: Beaeon Press, 1969), p. 121+-.-·-···-~~-~·-·~· 
15Ibid • , p. 130. 
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Is this not why God became man in Jesus Christ so that man 
might become vJha t he is? Is not ·this at least a part of what St. 
Paul had in mind when he said, "For freedom, Christ has set us 
free 11 : (Gal. 5:1)? As long as man is a slave to another power, he 
is not free to serve God with mature responsibility. He is not 
free to become what he is--human.l6 
Dr. Cone further elucidates by stating: 
It was not until Christ's death on the cross that the decisive 
battle was fought and won by the Son of man. In that event, the 
tyranny of Satan, in principle, came to an end. The Good News is 
that God in Christ has freed us; i>Je need no longer be enslaved by 
alien forces. The battle was fought and won on Good Friday and 
the triumph was revealed to men at Easter.l? 
Dr. Cone asserts that even though the crucial battle against 
the evil forces of enslavement has been waged and won, the war is not 
over. The war goes on in the ghettos across .America where nthe de-
monic forces of racism are~ for the black man.nl8 
Thus, in the words of Dr. Cone, 
It v1ould seem that Black Power and Christianity have this in 
common: the liberation of man I If the work of Christ is ·that of 
liberating men from alien loyalties, and if racism is, as George 
Kelsey says, an alien faith, then there must be some correlation 
between Black Power and Christianity. For the gospel proclaims 
that God is vdth us now, actively fighting the forces which would 
make man captive.l9 
Revo1ution 
Social liberation, for the blacks in America, as the central 
thesis of radical Black Theology has led to a theology of revolution 
based upon the black experience. Joseph R. Washington, Jr. holds that 
11it is the responsibility of black theologians to develop a theology of 
16cone, lac. cit. 
17Ibid., p. 40. 
18Ibid. 
19rb id • , p • 3 9 . 
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revolution.u20 The fact that radical black theologians have indeed 
developed a theology of revolution is a matter which cannot be mis-
taken. Indeed, radical Black Theology advocates a certain kind of rev-
olution.2l That kind of revolution is that which is social in context 
aimed at the destruction of white racism. 
Revolution is not merely a "change of heart" but a radical black 
encounter with the structure of 't~hite racism, with the full inten-
tion of destroying its menacing power. I mean confronting white 
racists and saying: 11If its a fight you i--lant, I am pre~ared to 
oblige you. 11 This is what the black revolution means •2 
Revolution, within the context of radical Black Theology, is 
not mere protest. Protest appeals to the conscience of white America 
in hopes that white society will change some course of action. Revo-
lution directly confronts a white racist society in an effort to de-
stroy and replace it with another system vlhich is more just and non-
racist. 
The black revolution is based upon an interpretation of the 
Scriptures which views the Gospel as a gospel of revolution. The Old 
Testament is viewed as the record of God's revolutionary acts through 
His chosen people. The New Testament is viewed as the record of the 
revolutionary acts of God in the person of Jesus Christ as He sought 
to establish a new revolutionary order through His disciples. In this 
interpretation ofScripture, radical black theologians emphasize the 
bibical message of freedom and revolutionary means of obtaining that 
freedom. Within this framework, radical Black Theology points to the 
20Joseph R. ~·lashington, Jr., Black And White Power St!Q:r:e!2tJQ!l (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), p. 122-. --·---·--------·· ·· 
2lcone, op. cit., p. 136. 
22Ibid. 
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revolutionary aspect of the Cross of Christ. This is the basis for 
the black revolution. 
Dr. James H. Cone addresses himself to this issue: 
The revolutionary attitude of Black Theology stems not only 
from the need of black people to defend themselves in the presence 
of white oppression, but also from its identity with biblical the-
ology. Like biblical theology, it affirms the absolute soverignity 
of God over his creation. • •• Therefore, black people must be 
taught not to be disturbed about revolution or civil disobedience 
if the law violates God's purpose for man. The Christian man is 
obligated by a freedom grounded in the Creator to break all laws 
which contradict human dignity. Through disobedience to the state, 
he affirms his allegiance to God as Creator and his willingness to 
behave as if he believes it.23 
Again, Dr. Cone says: 
\•'hen man denies his freedom and the freedom of others, he de-
nies God •••• It is this fact that makes black rebellion human 
and religious. When black people affirm their freedom in God, they 
not only say Yes to God but also to their own humanity and to the 
humanity of the whtte oppressor.24 
Joseph R. ~·lashington, Jr. addresses his attention to the ra-
tionale for the black revolution. He states: 
The historical and religious precedents for revolution are 
ample. Theologians need but recall the protestant revolution for 
a clear-cut theologically based calling of structures and systems 
into question. • •.• Indeed, it is evident that only through 
revolution against evil forces that act to control unjustly does 
responsible freedom or the power of self-determination become 
authentic and a new and better order result. Other revolutions 
which readily come to the minds of theologians need only be men-
tioned: for example, the Exodus led by Moses and its resulting 
wars of liberation, the early Church against the Roman Empire, the 
American people against the Bri'&ish Commonwealth, the French Revo-
lution, and the Cuban Revolution.25 
Thus the relationship of revolution to radical Black Theology 
23Ibid., p. 137. 
24rbid., PP. 137-138. 
( 25Joseph R. ~vashingto)n, Jr. [i1~£l<:~Af!2.".Whit~ . .f2~~E...§ub~~ion Boston: Beacon Press, 1969 , p. 124. 
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is clearly and distinctively defined. Dr. James H. Cone is definitive 
v1hen he says : 
Because Black Theology is biblical theology seeking to create 
new value-perspectives for the oppressed, it is revolutionary the-
ology. It is a theology which confronts white society as the 
racist Antichrist, communicating to the oppressor that nothing vJill 
be spared in the fight for freedom •••. Black Theology believes 
that the problem of racism will not be solved through talk but 
through action.• Therefore, its task is to carve out a revolution-
ary theology based on relevant involvement in the -v1orld of racism. 26 
Gayraud S. 1-lilmore also puts forth a definitive summary when he 
states: 
Black Theology expresses both affirmation and negation. It 
affirms the real possibility of freedom and manhood for Black people, 
and it negates every poiver that seeks to demean and rob Black people 
for the determination of their ovm destiny.27 
Rebellion 
Very closely associated with the concept of revolution, radical 
Black Theology deems the concept and practice of rebellion vital and 
necessary to its theology. As radical Black Theology is a theology of 
revolution, it is also therefore a theology of rebellion. Riots and 
rebellions have relentlessly poured forth from black communities across 
the country. Rev. Albert B. Cleage, Jr. says that "In .America today, 
we have riots or rebellions taking place in almost every city across 
the country. 11 28 
Rev. Cleage distinguishes between a riot and a rebellion when 
he says: 
--------
26cone, op. cit., pp. 135-136. 
27Gayraud S. 1-lilmore, Black Relig_ion and Black Radicalism 
(New York: Doubleday and Company:-Inc·;: l972), p. 297-.-·--·····-------
28Albert B. Cleage, Jr., The~_Blac_~_)'iessiab: (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1968), p. 116. 
There is a difference then between a riot and a rebellion. A 
riot is a little group, perhaps more interested in looting than in 
freedom. But a rebellion is a community that has decided that it 
will no longer tolerate the kind of racial oppression that it has 
been forced to tolerate. So across the country we are getting a 
combination •••• And in other communities, it is not a riot at 
all; it is a rebellion. People look around and say, we are tired 
of these slums. We are tired of all the conditions that we have 
to put up with. We are tired of the Hhole situation and He are 
not going to tolerate it any longer. And then a whole community 
erupts, and other people say, we don't know Hhy it happened. That 
is rebellion .29 
Again Albert B. Cleage, Jr. elucidates the rebellious attitude 
reflected in radical Black Theology vlhen he definitively states: 
The rebellion goes on. There is no halfway revolution. vfuen 
it starts, it is going to go to its logical conclusion. Either 
He get free or He end up in concentration camps •••• There is no 
turning back, no stopping •••• So we have got to do everything 
possible to get free because this is Hhat we started and this is 
the process in which we are engaged. And you don't stop a process. 
It goes on.30 
This is the atmosphere advocated by radical Black Theology. 
Revolution and rebellion are in full harmony Hith the Old and New Testa-
ments and are in full accord with the liberating work of Jesus Christ. 
Not only so, but both elements are in agreement with God's intention 
for oppressed black people in a white racist society. Because this is 
true, radical Black Theology adopts a concept of violence. 
Violence 
Violence is another vital issue to which radical Black The;;.·· 
ology gives primary consideration. Dr. James H. Cone describes the 
difficulty radical Black Theology faces in adopting a concept of vio-
lence. He says, 11we must realize that to carve out a theology of black 
29Ibid., p. 117. 
3°Ibid., p. 126. 
revolution which does not sidestep the question of violence is diffi-
cult.n31 
~fuile Dr. Cone is relunctant to state decisively that radical 
Black Theology is a theology of violence, other advocates of radical 
Black Theology are not so. In brief, Dr. Cone holds that the question 
of violence is not the primary question with which radical Black The-
ology must deal. Because violence already exists, Cone says the Chris-
tian has to decide only between the lesser of two evils--violence or 
racism. According to Dr. Cone, racism is by far the greatest evil of 
the two, and thus the only alternative to black people is violence. 
However, other radical black theologians such as Joseph R. 
Washington, Jr. are more outspoken on this issue. Because radical 
Black Theology is so very intimately associated with Black Power, 
ivashington states: 
Black Power, the actualization of freedom and equality, is 
nothing if it is not the turning of the social order and the so-
cial system with its structures upside down. This is only pos-
sible in murderous combat between blacks and whites .32 
Again Joseph R. Washington, Jr. says: 
••• Black Power is a precocious call to revolution through 
violence to attain freedom and equality for all •••• Black 
Americans in the mass are certain that their liberation, and that 
of all Americans, must come in the way of violence.33 
~\Tashington is quite direct in saying: Central to the real 
thrust of Black Po;,Jer is the demand for change now, 't-Jhich 
31James H. Cone, Black Theology and Blac~Jo"!~!. (New York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 138. 
32<roseph R. iJashington, Jr., Black And \fuite Power Subreption 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), p. 173 ~-''""-~"" -~ -
33Ibid. 
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pessimistically or realisticallf assumes that there Hill be little 
change Hithout b1ood and death.3Lt 
Black Pmver advocates share precisely the same vieH, Stokely 
Carrnicbael and Charles V. Hamilton address themselves JGO the questton 
of violence in the follovJing terms. 
':Chose of us lvho advocate Black Pm-Jer are quite :i.n our 
mm minds that a 11non-violent rr approach to civil r1.ghts is an 
approacb. black people cannot afford and a luxlli'Y people do 
not deserve. It ts cryst;al ar to us--a1.1d it must become so 
?Jith the vlhite society--that be no social o:rcler vJithout 
.ql:l§t is:~.. lthite people made -ro understand-·thattl1ey 
stop messing td.th black people, or the blacks idll f1.ght 
back!35 
'rhus, Black Power and radical Black T'.neology share the same 
philosophy, and ·to some degree the same practice. "vlHhout doubt, 
Hhether it is articulated reluctantly or harshly, ical Black Theology 
is a JGheology of violence both in theory and in practicality. 
In light of a theolOGY of revolld;ion, rebellion and violence, 
:i.t seems to be a paradox to speak of a radical Black Theology of re-
conciliation. And indeed it is a paradox irJhen reconciliation is 
vim·Jed in the traditional sense. 
In speaking about reconciliation, blacks do not mean the same 
thing that ivhiteEJ do. Therefore 1'\le blacks do not use the term as 
~ii··· _ .. -(,118 
vJhites and blacks, most 
of the v-1hite racist socie·ty. 
Theology means reconciliat:i.on 
34rb-:a' p 172 
- J. ., -. • 
' 
reconciliation be-
~>Jhites mean reconciliation on terms 
The same concept as advocated by Dlack 
or a restored position, not on Hhite 
35stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black PoHer: 
(lJei·i Vintage Books, 1967),-p·-:-··53. 
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man's terms, but according to the terms of the oppressed.36 
Radical Black Theology, ·bherefore, is not interested in a i~hite 
man's reconciliation. Believing that reconciliation is a problem be-
longing to the oppressor, Dr. James H. Cone says, 11the real question is 
not whether Black Theology sees reconciliation as an end but, rather_, 
on whose terms we are to be reconciled.n37 Again he states emphati-
cally: 
• . • let me say that reconc:tliation on white racist ·terms is 
impossible, since it Hould crush the dignity of black people. 
Under these conditions blacks must treasure their hostility, bring-
ing it fully into consciousness as an irreducible quality of their 
iden·tity.JB 
The point is emphasized by Joseph R. ~l!ashington, Jr., \1hen he 
says: 
But reconciliation in Black Pot-1er does not come on the other 
side of power; it comes on the other side of revolution and re-
demption. Black Power is a demand for a theology of revolution 
that includes reconciliation after conflict, not just after sep-
aration.39 
Though, in the context of radical Black Theology, reconciliation 
between blacks and whites is impossible as long as whites continue to 
define the basis of the rela-tionship, this is not to say that recon-
ciliation is totally impossible. Dr. Cone explains the terms upon 
which reconciliation is possible in sta·ting: 
Black people can only speak of reconciliation when the black· 
36Quotation from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, Ht. Olive·t 
Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal interview with the 
author, December 19, 1972. 
37 James H. Cone, :B
111
l}c.k .. Tl:!~ol~_!ld B1ack.J'o1,J~ (New York: 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. L~ 
38Ibid., p. 144. 
The 
39Joseph R. ivashingto)n, Jr., Black An~q_Whi~~ Po_:·J~r __ Subrep~~}Q!l 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1969 , p. 120. 
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community is permitted to do its thing. The black community has 
experienced the crushing white thing too long. Therefore, Black 
Theology believes that in order for reconciliation to be meaning-
ful and productive, black people must have room to do their thing. 
The black community itself must lay down the rules of the game.40 
Radical Black Theology firmly believes that "God's reconciling 
act in Jesus Christ 11 is indeed "the heart of the New Testament mes-
sage. n41 
But in a white racist society, Black Theology believes that the 
biblical doctrine of reconciliation can be made a reality only when 
white people are prepared to address black men as black men and not 
as some grease-painted form of white humanity. . •• The task of 
Black Theology is to make the biblical message of reconciliation 
contemporaneous with the black situation in America.42 
Dr. Cone explains this tenet of radical Black Theology by em-
phasizing: 
Reconciliation not only means that black people are reconciled 
to themselves and thus to God, but also to other men. When the 
other men are white people, this means the black people will bring 
their new restored image of themselves into every human encounter. 
They will remain black in their confrontation with others and will 
demand that others address them as black people. They will not 
let Whitey make an It of them, but will insist, with every ounce 
of strength, that they are people. 
For white p~ople, God 1s reconciliation in Jesus Christ means 
that God has made black people a beautiful people; and if they are 
going to be in relationship with God, they must enter by means of 
their black brothers, who are a manifestation of God's presence on 
earth.43 
Radical Black Theology, then is concerned with a black-white 
reconciliation. Within this particular frame of reference, blacks are 
interested in reconciliation from the standpoint of power, not of weak-
ness. In other words, blacks will not be reconciled to whites out of 
4ocone, op. cit., PP· 144-145. 
41Ibid., P• 147. 
42Ibid., PP· 147-148. 
43Ibid., pp. 149-150. 
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a position of vJea.kness, but out of a position of strength, based upon 
a real confrontation and conflict Hith t;he Hhite racist, society, vlhich 
results in a restored position for the black people. This reconcil-
iation is contingent upon the full and complete racial liberation of 
the black people. ,J. Deotis Roberts says: 
There can be no real reconciliation betvJeen blacks and whites 
hencefort;h vdthout liberation •••• vie must be liberated--Christ 
is the Liberator. But the libera·ting Christ is also the recon-
ciling Christ. The opt Hho liberates reconciles and the one i~ho 
reconciles liberates.44 
II. VI'rAL THEOLOGICAL COHCEFTS IH 
R!illiCAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
Clearly, the manner in ivhich black people look at themselves, 
at their situation in America., and at o·!:iher people, especially "I.Jhite 
people, greatly determines hm-1 they look at God and relationship 
to them as well as to men. That is to say that the life and 
situation of black people have much influence upon their theological 
concepts as they are expressed in radical Black Theology. It. is sig-
n·.i..ficant to note that radical Black Theology, and thus the blac:.~: viei·J 
of God and man, arises out of a f.rame·i~ork of oppression and the strug-
gle for social liberation. 
Church >>m _________ "'-
Since the early days of slavery in America, the Church has been 
paramount in the lives of black people. H has served blacks as their 
social a.nd religious center. 1'he black Church has given blacks a sense 
of comn:n.mity, togetherness and equality that met the needs of their 
b4J. Deotis Hoberts, Liberation and }"leconcil:tation: A Black 
TheQJ91SY. (I'hiladelphia: The We stmfnster.:-:ri;ss~~T97IT;-.Pl)~-,47 .::ricC '-
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lives which nothing else could fulfill. Thus, from out of the Black 
Church t-Jhich spoke to the situation of black people, emerged a radical 
Black Theology. Therefore, radical Black Theology takes the nature of 
the Church seriously. 
The Church, according to radical Black Theology, is not a build-
ing or an institution. Rather it is the congregated community of God's 
called-out or chosen ones. It is a community which God has called to 
be God's suffering people.n45 Black theologians contend that 11The call 
of God constitutes the Church, and it is a call to suffering.n46 Not 
only is the Church called to suffering; it is also called to revolu-
tion. "The Church is that people called into being by the pmver and 
love of God to share in his revolutionary activity for the liberation 
of man. 1147 
The membership of the Church is unique, but not limited "by 
standards of race, class, or occupation.n48 
Unlike Old Isreal, their membership is not limited by ethnic 
or political boundaries, but includes all i·Iho respond in faith to 
·the redemptive act of God in Christ wi'th a willingness to share 
in God's creative activity in the world •••. The Church, then, 
consists of people who have been seized by the Holy Spirit flnd who 
have the determination to live as if all depended upon God.49 
Old Israel is viewed as a type of the Church. Dr. James H. 
Cone says: 
The history of Israel is a history of God's election of a spe-
cial, oppressed people to share in his creative j_nvolvement in the 
45cone, op. cit., p. 65. 
46rb·d 
-· ~ . 
47Ibid., P· 63. 
48Ibid.' P• 65. 
49Ibid. 
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world on behalf of man. The call of this people at Sinai into a 
covenant relationship for a special task may be said to be the be-
ginning of the Church • .50 
Radical Black Theology believes ·!:;hat God's choosing of Israel 
was significant. Israel was an oppressed people whom God chose to re-
volt against Egyptian power, domination and rule, and to be an example 
to all nations of God's intention in the world. Thus, the black people 
are God's chosen oppressed that they too might rebel against what is 
and demonstrate to the world what God says should be. This point is 
emphasized in the words of Albert B. Cleage, Jr.: 
We are God's chosen people, God is with us in our struggle. 
Our freedom struggle, our movement, our Black Revolution is in the 
hands of God. And the things we do,.,_ we do ivith the guidance, the 
strength, the support of God •••• ~1 
Cleage continues: 
~·Je are trying on the other hand to build a Nation that takes 
in all black people, where we are fighting for the freedom of all 
black people and vJhere v1e understand that there are a lot of dif-
ferent ways of fighting and where we try to include everybody in 
what we are trying to do • .52 
The Church is identified fully with the black community. It is 
in the black community that Christ is at work liberating the oppressed 
people of God. In speaking about Christ's involvement in the world of 
blackness, Dr. Cone says, "He is not in our peaceful, quiet, comfortable 
Stlburban 11chttr-ches, 11 but in the ghetto fighting the racism of churchly 
white people. 11.53 Again Dr. Cone states emphatically: 
.50Ibid., p. 64 • 
.51 Albert B. Cleage, Jr., Th~e.-~J?9!L:r-1~§l!3tah (New York: &beed 
and Ward, 1968), p. 133 • 
.52Ibid.' p. 13.5 • 
.53cone, op. cit., p. 66. 
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n't1lhere Ghrist is, there :ts -the Church. 11 Chris-t is to be found, 
as ahJa.ys, vihere men are enslaved and trampled under foot; Christ 
is found suffering Hith the suffering; Christ is in the ghetto--
there also is his Church.Sh 
Not only is the Church identified "~<Jith the ghetto; it is identJ.-
fied vdth blach.'11ess. Because Christ nmee·ts the blacks vlhere they are 
and becomes one of them. u55 Dr. Cone says: 
n, is the job of the Church to become black I.Ji th him and ac-
cept the shame \·lhich Hhite society places on blacks. But the 
Church knov-1s that what is shame ·to the Norld is holiness to God. 
Black is holy, that is, it is a symbol of God's pr·esence in his-
·t.ory on behalf of the oppressed man. vJhere there is black, ·there 
is oppression; but blacks can be assured that t-1he:.re there is black-
ness, there is Christ. 'Nho has taken on blackness so that tvhat is 
evil in men 1 s eyes might become good •••• And if the Church is 
to join Christ by follmving his ope!)~ng, it too must go ~Jhere 
suffering is and become black also.'u 
H.a/lical Black Theology believes the function of the Church is 
three-fold. First, the Church is to preach, and its preachment is to 
be the 'fiord of liberation. The preaching centers in the victory of 
Christ over all alien hostile forces bringing freedom and liberty ·to 
the captives. Secondly, the Church is to render service. This ser-
vice is active involvement in the affairs of men, especially of blacks 
vJho find themselves in a 14hite racist world. Thirdly, the Church is 
·!io function as a fellowship \vhJ.ch demonstrates to the world ''the na-
ture of the neH society. n57 
\·mile the Church has three primary functions, radical Black 
T'neology insists that trJ.e main purpose of ·!ihe Church is for \·iOrship. 
5hrbid. 
5.5rbid., P• 68. 
56Jhid •• p. 69. 
57r . d 
. 0~ • ' P• n . 
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Rev. John H. Jackson speaks to this emphasis: 
The main purpose of congregating in the Black Church is for 
worship to God. Though it serves in various other capacities, the 
people come together for worship.58The time of worship is a high-point in the li.ves of black folk. 
In no area is Christ more actively at work in history and in 
the affairs of men than in the ministry of the Church. The Church is 
the suffering people of God called to be the ministering servant to 
the suffering and the oppressed. 
! Eadical Black Theologr of God 
Radical Black Theology believes in the God of the Old and New 
Testaments. Indeed, radical black theologians shape their theology by 
what they see God doing in the Old Testament and what they see Jesus 
doing through the New Testament. Two main things are seen which are 
common both to God's activity in the Old Testament and the activity of 
Jesus in the New Testament. First, that God works through a chosen 
oppressed people. Secondly, there is the fact that God's work is a 
work of liberation for that chosen oppressed people. 
Thus radical Black Theology insists that God has chosen the 
black people as His oppressed suffering servants. With regard to such 
a view, Major J. Jones says: 
Basic to th.e -bia.ck nial"1 1s struggle to liberate himself from his 
oppressor is the age-old idea of God's chosen people. From Old 
Testament times until our time, the idea has occurred among many 
peoples, both privileged and oppressed, in quite different ways 
and for many different reasons. Black awareness has picked up this 
kind of hope, and it is left for the current black theologians to 
58Quotation from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, Mt. Olivet Bap-
tist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal intervievl with the author, 
December 19, 1972. 
intergret such a hope from a black theological frame of' refer-
ence.59 
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Therefore·' radical Black 'l'heology holds to a chosen people con-
cept; that God has chosen black people to lead in the battle of lib-
eration for the soctally oppressed. l~ny black leaders have risen up 3 
at different times, believing they b.ave nbeen chosen by God to lead a 
chosen black people.a60 
Thts chosen people idea has contributed greatly to the concept 
of an immanent God. I'~.B.d ical Black T'neo logy insists on a God who is 
act.ive in history and lfJho works within His creation. Radical Black 
theologians do not deny tr.re transcendency of God, but they do more de-
finitely stress the immanence of God. To them God is in the ghetto; 
God is on the job. He is in the streets and in the homes and schools. 
God is i·.!here the action :i.s3 and the action is in the ghettos of' black 
oppressed people. 
Not only is God immanent, He is also black. 11There is current 
in the black community a 1tlidespread reaction against the ·tendency on 
the part of' the \llhite oppressor to project the image of a ivhite God. ::61 
:t1Ja.i or J. ,Jones states: 
In the writings of' Cle&,::;e and other black awareness advocates, 
JGhere is noH not only a strong tendency to relate God to the black 
man r s struggle; there is also the tendency to relate his color to 
the people oppressed ~62 
Dr. James H. Cone graphically agrees Hhen he states: 
5 9Na.j or J. J o) ne s, J?_:J.:_~_qJL~.~·£~E~-~-~-_!. Theo 1:QgzJ2! _l!Q.P_'?.. (Ne~v York : 
Abingdon Press, 1971, p. 107. 
6oibid., p. lO.S. 
61Tbid.' p. 111. 
62Ibid., p. 113. 
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He see him there ivith his black face and big black hands loung-
ing on a streetcorner. noh, but surely Christ is above race.!! But 
society is not raceless, any more than ';'\lhen God became a despised 
Je~-J. i;Jhite liberal preference for a race less Christ serves only to 
make off:i.cial and or·bhodox the centuries-old portrayal of Christ as 
vJhite •••• The 11raceless!! A'Tlerican Christ has a light skin, vJavy 
brown hair, and sometimes--wonder of wonders--blue eyes. For vlhites 
to find him 1-1ith big lips and kinky hair is as offensive as it was 
for the Pharisees to find him partying with tax-collectors. But 
Hhether 't-Jhites '1-lant to hear it or not, Ql?:;£1,}:~:t;. ill,. !~.1-~c:.ls. [J_~]?x, p,ith 
all of the features lvhich are so detestable to vlhite society. J3 
while some radical black theologi~<s speak of the blackness of 
God figuratively or symbolically, H is clear through ·bhe investigation 
of radical Black Theology that in the mainstream it holds to a Hteral 
meaning of the blackness of God. Hajor J. Jones relates to the issue 
by stating: 
But of late, God is being more and more identified ~lt"th the 
struggle with :reference to color. In much of the black community 
there is almost a complete rejection of any Hhite art forms that 
lvould make God appear 'i-lhite. Dlack awareness is fast coming to 
the black church, and there is an effort to recolor God totally 
black. Cleage has done ·this Nith Jesus; others are doing it \·lith 
God. This is because a vlh:Lte God, they contend, has tended to 
accept the meaning of blackness in its most degraded sense, and the 
Chrisitan religion has not addressed itse~;f ecclesiastically to the 
problems of being black in tvhite America. 4 
Clearly the, God is v-iewed as a black God Nho takes sides in 
the social struggle for liberation. 1ilithour exception, radical Black 
TI1eology holds tl~t God is on the side of the oppressed black people and 
against vlhit.e racist society. TI1e following is ·taken .from :f·:Tajor J, 
Jones: 
However, closely :related to the tendency in the black com--
munity to color God black is also the tendency to colTh'Tlit God to the 
side of the black man and to make of him a God vlho only con-
cerned for ·the liberation of black people. Such a concep·t of God 
63 James H. Cone, fi1§£.~_:rl:leolq_gy: and~Jll.ack J:..Ql~~X- (:,Te1v York: The 
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 68. 
64Jones, op. cit., p. 114. 
has been derived partly from the Old Testament conception of God, 
and partll~from a radical reinterpretation of the person and work 
of Jesus. 7 
Thus, radical Black Theology would agree with Cone when he 
speaks of "Jesus as the Black Christ who provides the necessary soul 
for black liberation. n66 
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Through thorough research it was found that radical Black The-
ology says very little concerning ·the nature of man. Indeed, it says 
little about the sinful nature of man, of original holiness, of orig-
inal sin, the carnal nature or the depravity of man. What is clear, 
however, is that man v1as created by God in an act of divine creation. 
'~n was created to share in God's creative (revolutionary) activity 
in the world (Gen. 1: 27-28). 1167 Black theologians consistently talk 
of man's divine Creator. 
Though radical Black Theology affirms the divine creation of 
man, it also holds that man is separated from God, his Creator. Dr. 
James H. Cone says: 
But in his passion to become super-human, man becomes subhu.man, 
estranged from the source of his being, threatening and threatened 
by his neighbor, transforming a situation destined for intimate 
human fellowship into a spider web of conspiracy and violence.68 
Cone goes on to say: 
6Srbid., P· 119. 
66James H. Cone, A Black Theology of Li~~r~~JQ.J:t. (Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1970), p. 80. 
67cone, op. cit., p. 63. 
68Ibid. 
God. ho;,yever, ~~ill not permit man thus ·to become less than the 
divine interrtion for him. He therefore undertakes a course of not-
so-gentle persuasion for the liberation and restoration of his cre·-
bO Se ~ 
Also in radical Black Theology's doctr1ne of man, there is the 
concept of man the oppressor and man the oppressed. D:r. Cone says that 
blackness symbolizes oppression and liberation therefrom, and vJhiteness 
symbolizes the oppressors and enslavement. 70 This is the main thrust 
of radical Black Theology in Hs concept of man 1 s nature. Thus, for 
the most part, the discussion of the na·ture of man, in the context of 
rad Black Theology, is to be found vvithin a social frame of re-
ference. Black is oppressed; h7h:lte is oppressing. 
A radtcal Black Theology of man :Ls also described by J. Deotis 
B.oberts 'i1hen he says: 
Human nature a good thing spoiled. l'T.an is a fallen creature. 
lfan is morally· neutral. iie is :'Ln a state of ~~.~q,[!!;Lns one or "the 
ot:1er. Han is the rtAdam of his o-vm soul. ff He is free and rationaL 
He has heen given nthe kno-vJledge of good and eYil. n?l 
Just as radical Jlaek 'I'heology only in a ltrnited 
a theology· of man, the do of is given restricted treatment. 
.Sin is vim-Jed, in radical Dlack Theology, both as a •t•3rt:Lcal and a hor-
izorrtal relat'io:lShip. J. Deot.is Roberts says distinctly: asin is ve:r-
tical--it is a broken relation vdth God. Sin is ho;:~~-9ntal also--it 
7Q 1 James H. Cone., !_13J?-S::!;:.J'hegJQgy 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1970), p. 12. 
7lJ. Deotis I\.oberts, Liberation and Reconciliation: A 3lack 
1'.h§:9.12&X: (Philadelphia: The l-ie s:Gmii1ster- Press~ -I9?1;:-p-.-11Ii-~--~~----
is an estrangement from the brother.n72 
The doctrine of sin is given some treatment by Dr. Cone when 
he states: 
But through sin man rejects his proper activity and destiny. 
He wants to be God, the creator of his distiny. TI1is is the es-
sence of sin, every man 1 s desire to become "like God. n73 
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In summarizing, J. Deotis Roberts defines sin in terms of rad-
ical Black Theology when he says: 
Sin is moral evil. Sin is personal, but it is also "collec-
tive." Guilt likewise is personal ana social. Man is impaired 
throughout his personal and social nature and existence by sin. 
Sin is choosing the worst when a better choice is both known and 
possible. Sin is a form of enslavement from which man needs to 
be delivered. Sin is self-centeredness which includes sensuality 
and pride--it also includes unrighteousness and self-right-
eousness.74 
Therefore, sin is held to be the "grea·li separator. n75 H sep-
arates man from God, and man from man. Again Roberts says, 11Sin, the 
great separator, must be overcome by the love of God that unites man 
vJith God and man \·lith man.''76 
For~iveness of sin, according to radical Black Theology, is 
possible in man's relationship to God, and man's relationship to man. 
In both cases, forgiveness is entirely dependent upon a repentant 
spirit of the man to be forgiven. When a man repents of his sin against 
72Ibid. 
73James H
6
• C)one, ~l§:ck_Jheology_§!:!l9..J?J§:ck____E()~. (New York: The 
Seabury Press, 19 9 , p. o3. 
74Roberts, op. cit., pp. 114-115. 
75rbid. 
76Ibid. 
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hLs fello·;~ man, he reeeives forgiveness. 
l1ore spe , hm·J~\:-er, 'thj.s forgiveness, as discussed in 
radical Black Ticeolog;:,r, is related to the repentant 
people the Hl1ich tlley- b.ave e~xploited, de human-· 
ized black people. Hadical Black Theology seems to advoca:t.e that \·ihen 
a 'T.~1,..'i +n l<J.~,..J.~-U\~· rerson ,, ..., his racism, 1-J.e receiv-es ss of God 
and of his black brothers. 'rhus, tbe T·Jh:i.te tnan reconc to God and 
to his black brother. Dr. Cone states, r:Reconc ion to God means 
that ~vhHe people C:Lte prepared to deny themselves (vJhiteness), take up 
the cross (blackness) m1d follovJ Christ (black ghetto). n?7 
Though any detailed treatment of -~he position of Black 
'l'heology on the matter of d in the lite:rature rela-tive 
to the subject is lacking, :~t can be stated that radical Black Theology 
holds to a divine revelation, of God. This revelation of God 1-:as been 
made in tt-JO '\~ays. ica1 Jlack Theology insists that God has 
revealed Himself ·through the Scriptures. The Scriptu:ceD are the author·-
i tative Uord of God. Secondly, ical Black Theology asserts that God 
vJas definitely, and most important1;;, revealed in t.'r.e person of ,Jesus 
,.,, • + vnrls,.,. 
pressed. 
It 'Has Jesus Cl1rist t-Jl1o God as t};c; God 
Hadical Slack Theology accupies 2. unique position relative to 
God 1 s div:tne e:md divine authority issuing out of the re-
vela·iiion of Himself. Dr. James E. Cone states: 
It is this common experience among black people in America that 
77cone, op. cit., p. 150. 
Black Theology elevates as the supreme test of truth. To put it 
simply, Blaclc Theology kno~Js no authority more binding than the 
experience of oppression itself. This alone must be the ultimate 
authority in religious matters.78 
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£!. Radica1_;!3lack Theo.1.2.gz of ~oJ:~ 
vfuile the prevailing attitude of black theologians and black 
Christians a few years ago was that of concern with an other-worldly 
reality, the position has definitely shifted to this-worldly reality. 
Again, Dr. James H. Cone speaks graphically concerning the po-
sition of radical Black Theology on the doctrine of last things in say-
ing: 
If eschatology means that one believes that God is totally un-
involved in the suffering of men because he is preparing them for 
another world, then Black Theology is not eschatological. Black 
Theology is an earthly theology! It is not concerned with the 
"last things" but with the "white thing." Black Theology like 
Black Power believes that the self-determination of black people 
must be emphasized at all costs, recognizing that there is only one 
question about reality for blacks: Wha·jj must we do about white 
racism? There is no room in this perspective for an exchatology 
dealing with a 11retvard rr in heaven. Black Theology has hope for 
this life. Heavenly hope becomes a Platonic grasp for another real-
ity because one cannot live meaningfully amid the suffering of this 
world.79 
Radical Black Theology refuses to accept the suggestion that 
black suffering is in accord illith the will of a God who 11rules, guides, 
and sanctifies the world. 1180 Dr. Cone states that radical Black The-
ology 
refuses to embrace any concept of God which makes black suf-
fering the will of God. Black people should not accept slavery, 
lynching, or any form of injustice as tending to good. It is not 
78Ibid., p. 120. 
79Ibid., p. 123. 
80Ibid., p. 12.5. 
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per·m:Lssible to appeal t,o the idea that. God 1 s I,Ji 1.s inscr•1rtable or 
that the righteous r ''-Jill re~mrded in heav·en. • • • To 
be the God of black people, he must be against tl•e oppression of 
o-. -1:-;.lack people. u.L 
Thus, radical Black Theology only sees meaningfulness :Ln an 
earthly existence. I-ts 'Hhole emphas:ts is on changing the Hhite racist 
structure of this v.Jorld. So, '1The idea of heaven 
radical Black Theology. 11 82 viHhin the context of radical Black The-
ology, 11esehatology comes to mean ,joining the -vwrlcl arcd making it Hhat 
O''g"l .. l-J- .).. 0 ~~"' :t8 3 I.A. v tJ ut:-.. • 
light of this investigatio~1, :Leal Theology lS a 
unique theology having distinctives all its 01-Jn. In summar:b:;; .!.' une 
theological stance of radical Jlack Theology, Dr. Cone states: 
Concre·tely, this means that Dlack Theology is no·t prepared to 
accept any doctrine of God, man, Christ, or Scripture "ivhich eon-
tradicts the black demand for freedom nov:. n believes tha·t any 
religious idea '1-Vhich exalts black clignit.y and creates a restless 
drive for fraedom must, be affirmed. All ideas vJhich are opposed 
to the struggle for black self-determination or are, irrel.evant to 
it must; be rejected as the v.Jork of the Antichrist. 81..1-
Along the same line of emphasis_, Dr. Cone says that 
Black 'T'heology not prepared to discuss the doctr:Lne of God, 
man, Christ, Church, Holy Spirit--the ~-Jhole spectrum of Christian 
·theo1ogy--~·JiJGhout making each doctrine aD analysis of the eman-
cipation of black people. I·t believes that., in this time, moment, 
and situation, all Cf;ristian doctrines must be interpreted in such 
a manner that they unreservedly say something to black people Hho 
are living under unbearable oppression.85 
81Ibid., pp. 12!t-125. 
R2 
u Tb'd p. 125. - 1 •• 
83Ibid., P• 126. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE UNANm.lERED QUESTIONS 
OF RADICAL BLACK THEOLOGY 
Even though radical black theologians have written very little 
in consideration of the ethical implications and unanswered questions 
of their theology, it was necessary to the fulfillment of this research, 
and its purpose, to explore the implications and unanswered questions 
arising from the philosophy and involvement of radical Black Theology. 
The sole purpose of this portion of the investigation ~.Jas to briefly 
point out and clarify the ethical and theological questions which flow 
from radical Black Theology. This objective is in harmony with the 
overarching purpose of this investigation. No attempt has been made to 
answer the ethical and theological questions posed herein. The purpose 
was merely to raise certain ethical and theological questions which are 
highlighted by the basic tenets of radical Black Theology. 
In keeping 1-1ith the au·t;hor 1 s stated purpose and intention, a 
broad categorization was followed. 
Flo1·1ing out of radical Black 'Theology there is a milieu of 
ethical and theological questions that are raised, especially in the 
rn:i,J1cJ of the ~YCl,I1gE)lical Christian. These questions are directly ap-
plied to the ethical implications which are posed by radical Black The-
ology. These ethical and theological considerations probe deeply into 
the philosophy, characteristics, and involvement of radical Black The-
ology. Specifically, these areas of ethics and theology speak to the 
very validity of radical Black Theology itself. 
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Radical Black Theology basically is concerned with the social 
liberation of the black people in America. A vast array of precise 
questions are raised. Is the Gospel of Jesus Christ ~tm~ri}x a gospel 
of social liberation'? vJha·t is the evidence, from Ttlhere does the evi-
dence come, and to what does the evidence point that God is a God of 
social liberation? The question arises as to how the liberating theme 
of radical Black Theology is related to such Scripture lessons as Ro-
mans, chapter thirteen; First Peter, chapter two; and the Epistle of 
Paul to Philemon. 
In speaking about Jesus 1 involvement i-Jith the oppressed in the 
New Testament, Dr. Cone says: 
To suggest that he was speaking of a "spirHual" liberation 
fails to take seriously Jesus' thoroughly Hebrew view of man. En-
tering into the Kingdom of God means that Jesus himself becomes 
man 1 s ultimate loyalty, for h~ is the !5in_g£2l!!.·l 
Does this in any way mean that in Jesus 1 otvn life and activity, 
social liberation took precedence over any spiritual liberation? How 
is this reconciled with Jesus 1 own claim and testimony !!For the Son of 
man is come to seek and to save that Ttlhich v-1as lost" (St. Luke 19:10)? 
Does the Cross of Christ stand for social freedom? 
While ethicalarid theological questions are asked of radical 
Black Theology concerning its position on social liberation, it can 
also be raised in question as to what this emphasis has to say to white 
racist society. Especially, what does it say to the 1-Jhite Christian 
living in a racist society, and who himself may either be consciously 
lJames H. Cone, A B)ac~. f'h~ol.QgY..~:f'.Li)?era~_:bs~E. (New York: 
B. Lippincott Company, 1970 , p. 20. 
J. 
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or unconsciously prejudice? 
Cons:~rnil:}g_ ~Y2lllt~.!?n. en.£ Yiq];.~.~ 
In conjuction with the ethical and theologieal problems asso-
cia:bed Nith the discussion of liberation in radical Black T:r1eology, 
there are also ethical re sponsibHi"ties suggested in the concept of the 
black revolut,ion and violence. The implication is that God endorses and 
approves revolution, rebell:Lon and violence. This makes God the God of 
rebellton, and revolution and violence issue out divine approval and 
commandment. Dr. Cone says man nis liberated and thus free to rebel a-
gainst all pm11ers that threaten man 1 s life in the Kingdom. rr:? 
I1as God so freed man that ·there are no restrictions leveled 
against him Hith respect to revolting against any threatening po111er? 
If the black man is freed by God to rebel, then all other oppressed 
people--vJhite and colored---are liberated to rebel under God 1 s stamp of 
approval. Can order result from chaos, or will chaos alone lead to 
social order and justice? vlill revolution and violence accomplish 
social justice? 
A final question in this area, directed to radical Black The-
ology is, ~Jha·t i·ioUld God 1 s activity in the 1-Jorld be once social lib-
eration is achieved? 
QoncerQ_il}g_ ~- rlli~ 
'rhe Black Atvarene ss Y10vement has greatly contributed to the 
racial pride concept which exalts blackness. In essence, this is pride 
of something over vJhich one has no control. One does not choose race or 
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racial color. Therefore, vlhat is significant to be proud of in either 
blackness or whiteness? Does this contribute to man's exaltation of 
himself rather than to his exaltation of God? There is implied in this 
type of philosophy a glorying in the flesh. 
ConQ.~l1il1£. Blaq}<:_ :f'oV!_~!, 
Along with the matter of the ethics of racial pride, the ethical 
implication of Black Power is to be found in its humanistic emphasis. 
The stress is on attitudes and actions ~<~hich issue out of distinct human 
interests and ideals which are to be accomplished solely through man's 
intellect, strength, ambition and revolutionary ability. 
The inference of Black Power is that God is left out of that 
which the black man can do for himself. This power is derived from the 
black man himself. Thus, it becomes his responsibility to make whites 
accept and recognize him or be prepared for a struggle. Because of his 
inalienable rights, the black is free to exert humanistic power to com-
pel white people to recognize those rights. 
Con £~:!:!?:1!1-K Re c_Q!!_QJ l ia ~1-.<?!1. 
Focusing in on Christ's work of reconciliation, radical Black 
Theology insists on social reconciliation between blacks and whites on 
. the terms of black people. Further, radical Black Theology holds that 
reconciliation between God and man is only possible when black people 
are liberated from l-Ihite oppression. This view implies that Christ's 
work of reconciliation is to be found in a social rather than spiritual 
context. It also strongly suggests that God's reconciliation to man is 
dependent upon man's social and ethical deportment relating to the white 
man's liberation of the black man in America. Since the knerican Negro 
has not been completely liberated, how effective has Christ's work of 
reconciliation been? In a social framework, has Christ been a fail-
ure in providing reconciliation between man and man, and God and man? 
Concerning The Black ~xperience 
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The rationale for the emphasis of radical Black Theology upon 
reconciliation on black terms is to be found in the black experience in 
America. Radical Black Theology insists that the experience of black 
people in America is worse than the experience that other peoples have 
shared in the course of history. Radical Black Theology implies that 
black people have suffered, at the hands of white racist .4merica, as 
no other people has ever suffered in any social context. In this con-
sideration is found the insistence of radical Black Theology on the 
fact that the nation of Israel is a type of the black experience in 
America. 
The implication, that stands out in this area, is that radical 
Black Theology is a theology grounded in human experience rather than 
in God. Are the Bible, God and Jesus to be squeezed through a fine 
mesh screen of the black man's experience in America? Are God and 
Jesus poured into the mold of social experience in America? The im-
plication is also raised as to whether the Gospel can only speak in 
terms of the. l:JJc:tc::k e~perience, or if the Gospel is only relevant 1vhen 
discussed in terms of the black experience in America. Thus, a sus-
picion might arise suggesting that the Gospel has nothing to say to 
people who have not shared nor known the experience of black people. 
Therefore, in this light, is the Gospel limited, thus limiting God as 
He speaks to man? 
7h 
In con.iuction i~i th its emphasis on the meaning of the black ex-
perience, radical Black Theology propagates a concept centering in the 
action of God in choosing the black people to be His people. In this 
area of thought, the black people are viei.Jed as a suffE,ring people who 
have been chosen by God to be His suffering people no1,1 in the ~wrld. 
The inference definitely is that black people in America have 
superseded Israel as God 1 s chosen people. Is this biblical? ~·Jhat has 
happened to the nation of Israel, and is the Dible in error when it 
indicates that Israel shall be restored in future years (Romans 11: 
17-27)? 
Another ethical and theological problem i::~ found vJi thin th:i.s 
idea of the c'Jlv·inely chosen blacks. If black people in America have 
been chosen b;;r God as a suffering people to suffer for Him, hovJ is this 
concept related to the concept o:f black liberation? Is God's call of 
the blacks ·t;o suffering and to liberation fused into one divine call? 
Hmv do suffering and liberation interrelate with God's choosing o:f 
black people? The question v1ould also be posed as to Hhether or not 
the chosenness of black people 1·iould be consurruna.ted upon the achieve-· 
ment of social liberation for black people. 
Similar to the chosen people concept advanced by radical black 
theologians is ·!.;he emphasis of radical Black 1neology concerning the 
OJ2l2ressed black people. Radical Black Theology is a theology oriented 
to social oppression. Its contention is that God is totally and un-
equivocally identified 1-1ith oppressed people. Dr. James H. Cone states: 
If the historv of Israel and the Ne1·1 Testament description of 
the historical Jesus reveal that God is a God ~vho :i.s identified 
vlith Israel because she is an oppressed communit.~r, the resurrection 
of Christ means that all oppressed peoples become his people. 
. • . The resurrection-event means that God's liberating 1>1ork is 
not only for the house of Israel but for all who are enslaved by 
principalities and powers.J 
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Again, Dr. Cone states that "there can be no theology of the 
gospel which does not arise from an oppressed community. 114 The ethical 
and theological implications of this concept are vast. It is implied 
that the Gospel is limited to the oppressed community, and that it has 
no meaning outside the framework of oppression. When the Negro com-
munity ceases to be an oppressed community, will the Gospel have any 
meaning to black people? 
The nature of this oppression is also called into question. 
Radical Black Theology is concerned with the social oppression of black 
people in America. vfuat about the oppressive forces of sin? Radical 
Black Theology infers that the forces of social oppression are indeed 
in essence the oppressive forces .of sin. 
Since radical Black Theology affirms the oppression of Israel 
as similar to the oppression of blacks, the following problem areas 
are identified. Why was Israel oppressed socially? Scripture in-
dicates that Israel was delivered into the hands of bondage primarily 
because of Israel"s rejection of and disobedience to God. Israel \~as 
socially oppressed because of sin and carnality. Would radical black 
theologians identify that as the reason for the oppression of black 
people? Are Israel and black people in America that comparable in re-
lationship to the chosen people of God? 
Jibid • ' p. 21. 
4Ibid., p. 23. 
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Te nu s C'h rl· ro-L n8 
"'"'·' d ullo On the other hand_, Dr. Cone is quite definitive in 
-trea·t:Lng the essence of the sin of black men. He states: 
Because sin represents the condition of estrangement from the 
source of one 1 s being, for black p-eople this means a desire to be 
V~h:i.te and not black. It is the refusal to be 1~hat i·Je are. Sin ·then 
for black people is the loss of identity. It is saying Yes to the 
~-JhjJje absurdity--accepting the Horld as :Lt is by letting vJhite peo-
ple define black e.xis·tence. To be in sin is to be contented t\iith 
white solutions for the 11black problem rr and not rebelling against 
every infringement of 1.vh:L-te being on black being.9 
'thus sin is vie,·Jed by radical black ·theologians as a corpora·te 
act of men in corporate society. This concept raises a probing quest; ion 
concerning the sin of man in relationship to the holiness of God i,-Jhich 
demands the wrath of God upon sin. Is sin an act against man or an act 
against God? Is sin a state of alienation from man or betVJeen God and 
man? 'What is the idea of radical Black Theology relative to such 
biblical concepts as the 11carnal mind, !I the 11 olc1 man," carnality or the 
sin nature? 
lladical Black Theology doesn 1 t about the efficacious 
blood of the Lord .Jesus Christ. It doesn't talk of Christ 1 s vicarious 
suffering and death. It isn't concerDed about the atoning 'i'JOrk of 
Christ. Therefore, the implj.cation is that the vih:Lte man 1 s sin. may be 
removed by rejecting his vJh:i:teneEiS and affirming blackness. The black 
ou-t by ])lack awareness and Black PoHer. Does 
man solve the sin problem, or is that the ~10rk of God in Chr:i.st? 
Salvation, according to radical Black Theology, :ls held to be 
8Ibid., p. 190. 
9-.Lb"'l rl p. [ ~-'-i 0 j 196. 
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the black revolution against white racist America. The revolution of 
the social structure in America becomes salva·t;ion for the black man. 
Not only is the social liberation of blacks the salvation for black 
people, it is also the means of the white man's salvation. The ethical 
and theological implications are that man can earn his salvation 
through a revolutionary activity that liberates black people from white 
oppression. Salvation through works! How is this concept of sal-
vation related to the response of faith in the atoning work of Christ? 
The idea of salvation as held by radical Black Theology implies 
that salvation is God's redeeming power liberating black people from 
social oppression rather than the redeeming power of God which offers 
freedom from the shackles of sin. 
The question further arises as to the theology of missions 
which is to be found in radical Black Theology. Revolution in the so-
cial realm against social structure then is an expression of missions. 
The message of social liberation is the message of missions. To help 
people into a better social climate or to create a better social en-
vironment is the work of missions. Rev. John H. Jackson states it thus: 
To give food to the hungry is missions. To invite the NAACP 
(National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) into 
the church to take an offering is missions. To strive for a better 
social climate is missions. Missions is the carrying out of God's 
· · ····· revolutionary activity in the world for the purpose of liberating · 
oppressed people.lO 
Is this concept of missions a biblical theology of Christian 
missions? The question is posed as to v.Jhether God has called His people 
to a social mission or to a spiritual mission which seeks to communicate 
lOQuotation from Rev. John H. Jackson, Pastor, 1-ft. Olivet 
Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon, in a personal interview with the 
author, December 19, 1972. 
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the Gospel in such a way that men are lifted out of the slavery of sin 
into a life-relationship >-lith God ·through Christ, by faith. Does this 
latter sense of mission also involve a concern for the poor, the sick, 
the needy, the oppressed, and the problem of human relations? 
God's self-disclosure is the essence of divine revelation. Dr. 
James H. Cone elucidates the position of radical Black Theology on 
divine revelation as follows: 
According to Black Theology, revelation must mean more than 
just divine self-disclosure. Revelation is God's self-disclosure 
to man in a situation of liberation. To know God is to knm'l of 
his activi~y-of l{beratfonon-beha"ff of the oppressed. God's 
revelation means liberation, an emancipa·tion from the political, 
economic and social structures of the society. This is the es-
sence of the biblical revelation • 
• • • There is no revelation of God without a condition of 
oppression which develops into a situation of liberation. His re-
velation is only for the oppressed of the land.ll 
Again, the ethical and theological inference lies in the lim-
itation of God in that He only makes Himself known to the oppressed 
and that for the purpose of bringing the oppressed to the place of 
social, political and economic liberation. This is to say that God's 
revelation of Himself is totally dependent upon the occasion of oppres-
sion. Social oppression must exist if God is to reveal Himself. The 
inipB:Cation isTikewTse that without. social oppression there is no neea 
for God's self-disclosure. If God's revelation is necessary to man, 
than social liberation stands in direct opposition to the revelation 
of God, for without oppression God does not disclose Himself to man. 
Therefore, God's revelation is subordinate to the black man's 
llibid.' p. 91. 
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experience and condition of oppression in America. The Bible is not 
the supreme authoritative infallible Word of God; the supreme authority 
for life and practice of black people is the black man's experience in 
America. 
Con_g_eg:nii}g_ God 1 s Blackne~:>E. 
Dr. Cone sharply sta·tes that "The blackness of God, and every-
thing implied by it in a racist society, is the heart of Black The-
ology. nl2 In other words, radical Black Theology insists that God is 
so identified with the humiliation, suffering and dehumanization of 
black people that He is indeed black in color and the condition of the 
black people in America is also the condition in which God is found. 
The question may be raised if this concept takes God out of be-
ing white racist only to put Him into the category of being black 
racist. 
The implication is that God is black in color because He fights 
for the social liberation of man. How does this idea relate to Rev. 
Bob Harrison 1 s concept that God becomes black vJherever Jesus Christ has 
found a home in the heart of black men TrJho have experienced the net·J 
birth and the washing of regeneration?l3 
-Concer:ging Hea!en·@.na····Hope 
Radical Black Theology unequivocally asserts that the concept 
of heaven has no relevance to radical black theologians because there is 
hope in heaven precludes the possibility of hope in this life on earth. 
---·------
12Ibid., p. 120. 
l3Bob Harrison, vfuen God Was Black (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Zondervan Publishing House;l"971T;pp:-9-lO. 
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vJhat about the biblical message assuring man o.f the glorious hope of a 
new heaven and earth? Is this part of Scripture irrelevant to black 
people'? 
ll.elating to the stance of radical Black Theology on heaven and 
hope, the question simply arises: 11Is that all there is? :r 
The ethical and theological implications of a radical Black The·-
ology of eschatology are to be found in the emphasis or the lack of em-
phasis upon the Second Com:'Lng of the Lord Jesus Christ. The :bferr:mce 
of radical Black Theology is that the black man 'lvill so revolutionize 
his society that the black man hims·elf vi ill usher in a Utopia. But 
radical "3lack Theology also infers that God is at TWrk aid the blac1~ 
man in bringing about a social Utopia. l't strongly suggests that the 
Second Coming of Cbr:Lst is nothing more than a horizontal moving along 
I·Jith the life and history of l1lack people. 
'irJHh:tn the context of radical Black Theology, excbatology is to 
be interpreted in terms of the and present. Ratber than belng con-
cerned about an end of l things, radical Black Tb.eology is engaged in 
a::J effort to change present things. Therefore its eschatology ifl this-
v1orldly, 2.nd is fitted into the molds of the past and present. 
Dr.· .James H. Cone prov·ides a summary '1-Jhen he states: 
Black 'l'heology refuses ·to erahrace an interpretation of es-
chatology Hhich would turn our eyes from injustice no\-J. It \·Jill not 
be deceived b;;- images of pearly gates and golden s·treetp, because 
too many earthly· streets are covered Hith black blood .14 
CHAPTErt. VI 
SUJXrt1.Al1Y Ai'JD COiTCLUSIO!JS 
The purpose of re searcl1 vJas to investigate "t£1e l1istor-ical 
atn1o dev-elopment radical Black Theolo~~:y and to 
characteristics., tenets and implications 1·1hich make radical Black The~ 
olog;y vlhat it is. It I·Jas the state purpose of the sent 
the actual findings of the research so that a Norking knovJledge of 
radical Black Theology may be acquired, and a 
of American :) lack developed. 
'I'he mc:r~erial for this tion '>!as from thre8 
distinct sources--documentary material, corre sponder:.ce, and personal 
interviei·Js and discussions. 
In Chapter II the historical development of radical ]lack The·· 
ology Has surveyed. It lias found thai1 radical Black Theology originated 
·[;hat it is in Amer-
ica. ical Black 'I'heolog~r sharply focuses on black history in Amer·-
ica and uses ·this frameHo:c'k for its interpretation. PrioJ:' 
vict:tmized kidnapped Africa 
traders who brought, JGhem to America for economic :reasons. 
These black people vJere sold into slavery, dehumanized degraded. 
FolloHing the Civil ';·Jar, the Elituatio:1 -vwrsened for black people. The 
Union \vas preserved, but federal legislation did not accomplish freedom 
for the blacks. il.a:ther, the black people r,Jere subjected to ne1·J laNs, 
restrictions, and fear. stlessness, insecurity and inequality 
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prevailed. BHterness raged violently. The dehumanization cle·-
gradation of black people continued. It Nas at this time that independ-
ent black churches \!Jere ::rtart.ed and these soon fillt3d the gap in the 
s the blacks. The tHentieth century· ssed 
and revolution ~~ithin tl1e black comrrruni"ty. The :Jlack A1mreness Hove-
ment and the Black Pmver movement caused 1Jlacks to look at themselves 
J.n a ne11 light, refusing to be door-mats for the "Glhites any longer. 
The cry for social liberation vJas taken up ;Jith demands that i!Jhite 
Arne rica listen. 
Chapter III ;r.Jas a br:Lef treatment of the pre status of 
radical Black Theology. T11e militant phase and the conservative phase 
of radical Black Theology Here discussed, along Hith the structure of 
rad ica 1 Black 1'heology. It vJas found that ical Black Theology is a 
theology of practics vihich emphasizes that it is a theology of l:Lv:Lng 
in the Ghetto. It is a theology that focuses in o:1 the black people 
exclusively. Th:Klical Black Theology emphasizes ·the immanence of God as 
He lives and moves and has His being in the Ghetto facing life right 
along Hith black people. A color-·consciousness is to be found in :radi-
cal Black Theology. Blackness is exalted. Radical Black Theology 
stresses poHer. God has endued black people ivHh divine pmJer enabling 
-blacks to ref-ase to be governed by \vhite racism and to reaffirm 
blackness and freedom. This theology demands act:i.on; action 1-lhich leads 
to the destruction of y,Jhite racism. 
Chap·ter IV vJas a detailed account of the basic tenets of radical 
Jlack TI1eology. It t~as an account of the :Lssues that advocates of rad-
ical Black Theology deem vital and essential. It 1ms found that black 
at-Jaref!ess, black dignity, black liberation, revolution, rebellion and 
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violence are all key issues of radical Black ~1eology which emphasizes 
black liberation from white racism at any cost, even if it means a 
blood-bath issuing out of revolution and violence. It was also found 
that reconciliation is only important to radical Black Theology when 
it is discussed in terms of white racism. The vital theological con-
cepts in radical Black Theology t.Jere treated extensively. A radical 
Black Theology of the Church, of God, of J.1an, of Sin, of Forgiveness, 
of P~velation, and of Eschatology were all discussed. It was found 
that all of ·bhese theological concepts in radical Black Theology are 
held and propagated from a rootage in the experience and condition of 
the black people in America. 
Chapter V discussed unanswered questions raised in radical 
Black Theology. Basic issues concerning the primary tenets of radical 
Black Theology were discussed. Certain vital theological and ethical 
questions were raised regarding the theological position and interpre-
tation as found in radical Black Theology. It was found that radical 
Black Theology poses a host of questions and considerations relative to 
its basic tenets and philosophy, vJhich v-3111 need further study and re-
search. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of the study, the following conclusions are pre-
sented: 
1. Radical Black Theology has its Rootage in the black ex-
perience in America. It says that white people have victimized, humil-
iated, degraded, abused, and dehumanized blacks for centuries. 
2. Radical black religion made a positive contribution to the 
very existence of black people. 
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3. Radical Black Theology is a theological interpretation, of 
and for black people, which provides blacks with an answer to the basic 
needs and problems of black life in America. It is oriented to the 
social oppression of blacks. 
4. Radical Black Theology is prevalent and wide-spread in 
America. It is to be found in the religious thinking of the majority 
of American blacks in one form or another. It has something positive 
to say to both blacks and whites. 
5. Radical Black Theology is a theology of social liberation, 
revolution, violence and rebellion. Its theological concepts of the 
Church, God, Man, Sin, Forgiveness, Revelation and Eschatology are 
interpreted within the context of social revolution and liberation. 
6. Radical Black Theology poses a host of unanswered ques-
tions which need to be answered both ethically and theologically. 
7. The constructive work of Black Theology is yet to be done. 
III. AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
On the basis of this research, the follo-wing areas for further 
investigation are suggested. 
l. A comparative analysis of the various positions of black 
theologians, contrasting the differencesin thought, conviction, and 
theology. 
2. A study structured to investigate the ethical implications 
\~hich are posed by radical Black Theology. 
3. An evaluative study of the theological concepts of radical 
Black theology. 
4. An investiga·Gion relating ·to an Evangelical Black Theology. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPE:NlJIX A 
LETTERS FROH AUTHOR Ri~QUESTING INFOR1-1ATION 
lvestern Evangelical Seminary 
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97222 
June 5, 1972 
The Institute Of The Black i'lorld 
87 Chestnu·t Street, S.}l. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
Gentlemen: 
I am a senior gradua-te student at i·lestern E-vangelical Seminary this 
year. I'm in the process of organizing my graduate thesis entitled 
HThe Historical Development of Black Theology. tr 
I am writing to ask if you might be able to send me a bibliography 
of available sources on the subject of Black Theology. I would 
appreciate this favor greatly. 
Thank you for your anticipated help. I will look forward to re-
ceiving your reply. 
Sincerely yours, 
/s/ 
Kenneth D. Oliver 
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~·lestern Evangelical Seminary 
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97222 
July 5, 1972 
Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell 
Dean of Black Theological Studies 
New York Theological Seminary 
235 E. 49th Street 
New York, Ne-v1 York 
Dear Rev. Cald1-Jell: 
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I am a senior graduate student at llestern Evangelical Seminary. Since 
I am writing my graduate thesis on the subject of Black Theology, I'm 
-v1riting to ask you if you could provide me 1.Jith a bibliography of 
available sources on Black Theology. 
Thanking you in advance for your help and consideration, I remain: 
Sincerely yours, 
Is/ 
Kenneth D. Oliver 
Western Evangelical Seminary 
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97222 
June 5, 1972 
Rev. J. Metz Rollins 
Professor in Black Studies 
Ne1-J York Theological Seminary 
235 E. 49th Street 
NevJ York, New York 
Dear Rev. Rollins: 
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I am a graduate student at Western Evangelical Seminary. I am in the 
process of organizing my thesis. l.!fy subject is "The Historical Develop-
ment of Black Theology." 
I 1m i·lriting to ask you if you could send me a bibliography of available 
resources relative to Black Theology. I'll appreciate this favor 
greatly. 
I'm thanking you in advance for your assistance. I'll be anxiously 
awaiting your reply. 
Sincerely yours, 
Is/ 
Kenneth D. Oliver 
i·Jestern Evangelical Seminary 
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97222 
September 10, 1972 
Professor James H. Cone 
Union Theological Seminary 
Broadway at l20th Street 
Ne~-1 York, Nevi York 10027 
Dear Dr. Cone: 
I am a senior graduate student at Western Evangelical Seminary, and 
I'm writing to you in hopes that. you can assist me. I am 'lvriting my 
graduate thesis on the subject of Black Theology. 
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I am v1ondering if you could provide me with an extensive bibliography 
of source material relating to Black Theology. I would deeply appreci-
ate this favor. I'll be anxiously looking forward to receiving your 
reply. Thank you kindly for your interest and help. 
Sincerely yours, 
/s/ 
Kenneth D. Oliver 
Western Evangelical Seminary 
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97222 
October 2, 1972 
Professor William H. Bentley 
President of the National Negro Evangelical Association 
2150 vl. Madison 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 
Dear Bro. Bentley: 
As a senior student at Western Evangelical Seminary, I am writing my 
graduate thesis. My subject is 11 The His·torical Development of Black 
Theology. 11 
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Could you please suggest some source material relative to Black Theology 
with vlhich you are acquainted? I 11m thanking you in advance for your 
help. 
Sincerely yours, 
Is/ 
Kenneth D. Oliver 
APPENDIX B 
Selected Names and Addresses of Persons 
and Organizations Relative to 
Studies in Black Theology 
l. Rev. lvilliam H. Bentley 
President of The National Negro Evangelical Association 
2150 ~l. Madison 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 
2. Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell 
Dean of Black Theological Studies 
Ne<.J York T.heo logical Seminary 
235 E. 49th Street 
Ne-vi York, New York 
3. Dr. James H. Cone 
Union Theological Seminary 
Broadway at 120th Street 
NeH York, New York 10027 
4. Rev. John H. Jackson 
Pastor, Mt. Olivet Baptish Church 
2503 N.E. Liberty 
Portland, Oregon 
5. Rev. leon C. Jones 
American Baptist Churches of the Northwest 
1L~24 - 31st Avenue 
Seattle, ~vashington 98122 
6. P!'ofessor Major J. Jones 
Gammon Theological Seminary 
653 Bechivith Street, S.vl. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
7. 'R.ev. J. 1,letz Rollins 
Professor in Black Studies 
New York Theological Seminary 
235 E. 49th Street 
New York, Nei-l York 
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8. Rev. Charles H. Williams 
Pacific Northwest Director of N.N.E.A. 
3905 U. Vancouver Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97227 
Organizations 
l. The Institute Of The Black World 
An Independent Research Center 
87 Chestnut Street, S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 303lh 
2. Interdenominational Theological Center Library 
671 Beckwith Street, S.~v. 
Atlanta, C~orgia 303lh 
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APPENDIX C 
Selected Bibliography on BLACK THEOLOGY A~ID BLACK RELIGION 
Compliments of Dr. James H. Cone. 
Books 
----....--. 
Alves, Rubem, ! Theol:Qgy of Human Hop~, Corpus Books, 1969. 
Barndt, Joseph, 1~1y ~lack Power, Friendship Press. 
Cleage, Albert, Black Messiah, Sheed and Ward, 1968. 
Cone, James H., Black 'I'h~o~_ou and Black Pm.;zer, Seabury, 1969. 
~----~~--' A Black Theq}2.~of ~~be_ra~J:Qg, Lippincott, 1970. 
Fager, C. E. White Reflections on Black Power, Eerdmans, 1967. 
Hough, Joseph, BlackPower and vJhite-Protestants, Osford. 
Jones, Major, Black Awarenes-s-.· ·-~-"----------~--~· 
Kelsey, George, RaciSm a_gg_ ~1}~G[!_;risi~§:l-!1.Jloci~_r1,g~. of Han, Scribner. 
King, }~rtin, Stride Toward Freedom. 
----·-----' §tii~gth of fove :·--·-
__________ --"' 1Vher~_J2.<Llve GJ?~:fi'Q!!JJ~re_.:__ Ch~_o~~~-or __ ,Qol)!.!Tlllni:J!y 
Ieckey and \"Jrlght, Black Manifesto, Sheed and vJard. 
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Lanternari, Vi ttorice The Re ligio'!§ __ of_t!J.~ . .Qr~~-~£, ¥en tor, 1965. 
Lincoln, c
6
• Eric (ed.) Is AnyQ.Q9x.J~i~telling to "[3lacJ~_Ame..rl_C@:.? Seabury, 
19 8. 
Mays, B. E., Negro's God 
Mitchell, Henry, BlackP~eachJ:ng_, Lippincott, 1970. 
Roberts, J. Deotis, Liberation and .. Reconciliation 
------·' and J. G-ardiner-,~gues~ f2..J:'. a .Bia2k _TJ:l§.QJ:ggy 
Schuchter, Arnold, Reparati.QE§., Lippincott. 
Sleeper, C. F., ~2.k PO}i£.:£_~9_ 9hristiap Respon~il?ili ty, Abingdon. 
'Thurman, Howard, Jesus and the Disinherited, Abingdon, 1949. 
Vivian, C. T., Bl9:g_k )'Qwer ancfth~ ~5?_§-n 11;yth. 
illashington, Joseph fl., Black .Be ll:g_:h_q£, Beacon. 
--------' 2?he . .PQli tics of Qod, Beacon. 
:-:::-:-::----~' Black__§:g9_~~ Pm~~r-~§ub_:r:-~pttgp_, Beacon, 1969. 
i'lilmore, Gaynard, Blc:!;ck~_Reltg,~on all.ci}3]-ac~_f..a.di,g§.li~!:!' Doubleday, 1972. 
vJright, Nathan, Blacl~ __ PQ~E!.I'....§:nd tJ);:?aE.-JIPX~-s~t_, Hai·Jthorn. 
Articles 
Cone, James H., nBlack Consciousness and the Black Church: A Historical-
Theological Interpretation. n Annal_, January 1970. 
_______ , "Toward a Black Theology, 11 Ebony, August 1970. 
, iiChristian Theology and the Afro-American Revolution, 11 
ChristiaEJ:~_eng Cri§.t~.' June 8, 1970. 
-~=' trBlack Po-v1er Black Theology, and the Study of Theology and 
Ethics, u Theolg_g_icaJ:.J?~ycati.Q!l, 1970. This issue is devoted 
to the theme: 11 The Black Experience and Theological Education." 
There are articles by C. Shelby Rooks, nvJhy a Conference on the 
Black Religious Experience, 11 Vincent harding, 11Reflections and 
}1editations on the Training of Religious Leaders for the NevJ 
Black Generation,n Charles Copher, "Perspectives and Questions: 
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The Black Religious Experience and Biblical Studies, rr and 
Henry Mitchell, Issues and Perspectives: The Practical Field 
and its Relationship to the Black Man's Practice of ·t;he 
Christian Faith." See also the reports from the workshops. 
Of special interest is the Spring Supplement of the same issue: 
"The Black Experience and Theological Education for the Seven-
ties,rr edited by Shelby Rooks. 
·····~--····' rrBlack Theology and Black Liberation 11 in '£!1_5) __ fl}ri~~1?:r:!.Cell­
~uF~, September 16, 1970. 
~-~·-·····-··-··-' and 1·Jilliam Hordern, 11Dialo~ue on Black Theology" in ~~r.i§.~-~.8:!?:. 
£~~t.~r~ September 15, 1971. 
Qhris_tJ.?:g.it.Y: . .<'3.~~-d ... Q.r.is_t_s_, A special issue on the Black Church. 
¥.tn_c)Jgg_::; __ ()1..~1<3;9.KJ:~J;]?.!2.cii-.ll~~§. for Church Rene1,1al, Board of Hissions, The 
United Methodist Church. 
Harding Vincent, 11 The Religion of Black Pmver, "Re_lj£;}::9)~---?l.i~B:.tton_e_: 
1968, D. R. Cutler (ed.). 
·-----"--' "Gift of Blackness, If f.atallage·t;e, Summer 1967. 
----· ··-·--·-·' "The Afro-Arne rican Past, 11 };t_e }:Jg__i-ou,s_ e_i tu.§.tiQn.s.: 1969; also 
in Ne-;~ Theology No. 6, edited by Hartin Mart;y and Dean Peerman • 
..... _______ ,., nBlack PoifJer and the American Christ, 11 Black Pov,1er Revolt, 
edited by Bloyd Barbour. 
Hargraves, J. Archie 11 The Meanings of Black Pm-Jer, 11 '!'_h_e __ CJ!ig~gg __ ~Th_e_­
ol__o_gi_9.9:J .. Seminary Register, December 1968. 
Jones, Hiles, "Tm,lard a Theology of the Black Experience 11 in The 
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